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has heretofore given was given for a
consideration,'' said Judge Northcutt.
The witness thereupon began his
testimony.
"Did anyone promiw; you anything
for testifying?" he was asked.
. "Not in money."
Asked' further about alleged bribery,,
he said he was told that if hi stayed
in Trinidad to testify he would be
aided in getting bacit to Pittsburgh.
He declared that this promise had
been given by Frank Gatz, said to be
an organizer for the United. Mine
Workers of America. On
the witness denied that he Sad
been induced to testify to anything
untrue at his former appearance.
When the witness was excused, after a brief examination, Mr. Costigan
made a vigorous protest against the
entire proceedings. There was a
Bharp clash over a charge that the
witness was placed in the custody of
Baldwin-Felt- s
detectives during the
luncheon recess. It was answered
that the men deputized by the ser- s
were not connected
with the Baldwin-Felt- s
agency, and
Mr. Costigan withdrew that part of
the protest.
Judge Northcutt tijn took up his
.
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lTHEY ARE BARRED FROM HEAR- ING IN TRINIDAD WHILE
WEARING PISTOLS

Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 19. The investigation of the strike in the Colorado
coal fields was still being conducted
".
late this afternoon.
Joseph Smith, the militia private
who stopped Representative Evans In
Berwind canyon on Tuesday when
the latter made his incognito tour of
the coal mining district, was produced
by the military authorities at the request of Mr. Evans. Private Smith
on Tuesday gave Mr. Evans a hair
raising description of bloody conflicts
in which he said he took part. This
guartf, questionmorning the
ed by Evans, denied that he had seen
anybody killed.
"Didn't you tell me about seeing a
lot of men killed?" demanded Evans.
"Yes, hut you seemed so inquisitive
that I thought I'd humor you," replied the soldier.
"Don't you make n a practice to
tell the truth?"
"Some times I tell the truth and
some times I don't."
"Didn't you say four of your men
were killed by strikers in one of the
battles you told me about?"
,
"O, sure I did."
"How many strikers did you say
you killed in the same fight?"
"If I remember right, I told you
we killed 50."
"Didn't say 69?"
"I don't think so."
The witness was questioned further
by Representative Sutherland.
"I just was In. a talkative mood that
day," he explained when pressed for
his reason for lying to Mr. Evans.
"Didn't he ask you these questions
In a gentlemanly manner?" asked
Sutherland.
, "No, sir."
"How did he ask them?"
"In a kind of rough manner."
Walter L. Predovich, the official interpreter for the committee, was called, to the stand by the miners. He
was questioned about the contract,
purporting to be printed in Slavish,
which some of the - strikebreakers
signed before they were brought 1 to
Colorado. He said the contract was
printed in some of the languages approximating the Slavonian dialect, and
could not have been read by the majority of the Slavs who come to America.
Rodas Mendencis, a miner, next was
put on the stand by the strikers. He
testified to the alleged activity or the
mine companies In breaking up secret
'
orders among the miners.
Franki E. Gove, attorney for the
operators, tried to , "bring out that
Slavish societies forbid their members
to work during stnKes. The committee finally instructed the witness
to produce the legislation of his gov.
ernment.
Don McGregor,' a newspaper man
who spent some time in the strike
zone last fall, told of various disorders
which he said toe had witnessed.
Just before, the luncheon recess
Judge J. G. Northcutt for the operators, told the committee he had an
important witness to put on the stand
at 2 o'clock. The witness, he said,
was in the custody of the eergeant-at-armShortly before a subpoena had
for V. Tiska, who testiissued
been
fied on Tuesday for the strikers.
Tiska said in his testimony that he
Jiad been brought to Colorado from
Pittsburgh as a strikebreaker.
Tiska was produced at the opening
of the afternoon session. Mr. Costigan demanded information as to why
the wilness had been summoned.
"I am advised that he has made the
statement that the testimony that ho
ex-mi-
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geant-at-arm-

of Don McGregor on
the battles which he had described in
his examination in chief.
Made Officer "Stash" Guns
Three Colorado National Guard of
ficers who wore big revolvers when
they entered the room where the congressional investigation of the coal
strike was in progress this morning,
n

were ordered by Sergeant-at-Arm- s
M.
Jakle to remove the guns or leave the
hearing. The soldiers protested that
they were on duty and authorized to
carry arms, but Mr. Jakle, a veteran
Illinois sheriff, was inexorable.
"We're peaceable people up here,"
he said, "and if I need any help from
the militia in handling this crowd T
will call for it. You'll have to g3t rid
s
or clear out."
cf those
The officers sent their' guns bad"
to headquarters.
six-gun-
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York, Feb. 19. Adolfo de la
Mexican minister of finance,
arrived here today on the steamer
Kronprinzessin Cecilie on his way to
Mexico City from Europe, where he
obtained funds to meet interest payments due on government bonds In
January and April. He said he was
returning to assist the Huerta administration. He will not visit Washington.
President Huerta is the only man,
the minister said, who could restore
peace in Mexico. His ultimate tri
umph, he added, was certain. He declined to comment in any way on this
country's policy toward Mexico. He
said that in his opinion the funds obtained abroad more than $30,000,000
would
be sufficient to continue
Huerta in power indefinitely..
New;
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Washington, Feb. 19. Charges that
the ' Chicago, and Duluth boards o
trade and the Minneapolis chamber of
commerce compose a combination in
restrain of trade in grain dealers and
are responsible for high prices, were
tiled in the house today ty Representative Manahan, republican, of Minnesota with "a resolution for congressional investigation.
Manahan charged in his resolution
that it was generally believed that the
business of the Chicago board of trade
and its operations were controlled by
memberships owned by a few large
operators, particularly Armour, Pea-veJ. Roseubaum, J. C. Shaffer and
Frazier and
Company and Bartlett,
Carrington, and that acting in company with leading members of the
Minneapolis board they control most
of the terminal elevator facilities and
unlawfully control the price of wheat
to the farmer and the country.
The preamble of tho resolution was
a voluminous indictment of the three
boards, beginning with1 a statement
that to their activities might be charg
ed the present high cost of living.
"The price of wheat to the farmers
as well as the cost of flour to the consumer," said the resolution, "is largely controlled by the boards, acting in
combination."
It charges that the Chicago board
and
controls the selling of wheat
the Minneapolis chamber controls the
prices paid for wheat from day to day
and that the Duluth Board makes the
price of wheat for the northwest.
The resolution asked for a select
committee of seven members to investigate the charges, and also the grading of wheat, operations in the pit,
the selling of futures and other operations.
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Washington, Feb. 19. Senator MorOF
( BOA
ris, republican, of Nebraska, introduc-- e
a resolution to direct Attorney General McReynolds to inform the senate
ADE
OF
whether the department of justice is
contemplating entering into any contract or agreement with officials of
MILLIONREPRESENTATIVE MAN AH AN JURY RETURNS VERDICT FOR DE- DECREE SEPARATING
the New York, New Haven and Hartford for reorganization
FENDANT IN $50,000 DAM- of the rail
ASKS CONGRESS TO ORDER AN
AIRE AND HIS WIFE IS GIV'
or
Its
financial
settlement
of
road,
AGE SUIT
EN IN PARIS
INVESTIGATION
; difficulties.
Consideration of the resolution was
IKPEOPER HE
WHEAT PRICES CONTROLLED CONDUIT-WASNOGETS
TIE CHILDREN deferred until tomorrow, on objection
to Immediate action by Senator Bank-heaof Alabama. The resolution
HAS
CHICAGO, DULUTH AND MINNEA MRS. BOND, WHO CHARGED SEN- THE MOTHER, HOWEVER,
would ask speciflo information of
ATOR WITH ASSAULT, DOES
POLIS ORGANIZATIONS HAVE
THE RIGHT TO VISIT THEM
whether any agreement would contem
'
NOT PROVE CASE
COMBINATIONS
plate giving Immunity to any persons
FREQUENTLY
"
connected with New Haven transactions and whether such an agreement
AiEROBBINGjHE NATION RECEIVES CONGRATULATIONS HER NAME WAS MENTIONED contemplates the surrender of any
right for actions to recover money or
AND
CONSUMERS THE OKLAHOMA
PRODUCERS
SOLON GETS THE WOMAN WAS NAMED IN CON damages, "on account of the misappro
priation of the money, funds or propFROM ALL
ARE BEING COMPELLED TO
TELEGRAMS
NECTION WITH NOTORIOUS
'
erty of said company."
A TOLL

Los Angeles, Feo. 19. Southern
California was
today as
a result of a downpour which started
at midnight Tuesday and yielded
from six to eight inches of rain in
32 hours.
Railroad traffic was demoralized. In the cities the streets
were turned into millraces. Storm
drains were overtaxed and irrigation
canals widened into lakes.
Emmett Osterman, a
boy, was drowned yesterday at Santa
Barbara. This was the only, fatality
reported here.
. One of the telegraph companies re- YOUNG HARMED I3AN
ported today that 75 per cent of its
wires were useless. Arizona was
ACCUSED OF
virtually cut off from wire communication. Retaining walls at various
points in the foothill region of the ANTHONY PETRAS THOUGHT TO
'
orange growing 'section collapsed unHAVE K I'LLE D A GIRL IN
der the weight of water and sent
:' AURORA, iLL.
floods swirling through the orchards,
1
' '
inflicting great damage.
Aurora, 111., Feb. 19 The police
AnIn
Los
houses
collapsed
Several
a new witness, Peter Fischbaoh,
found
geles. In many sections people used
whose testimony, they believe,
today
boats to navigate tJie;4tre,ts.
will go far to prove that Anthony
Petras, the young married man whose
suit Theresa Hollander rejected, is
ODERTATDE.ONIY.MN the
man who beat her to death with
a club in St. Nicholas cemetery last
flood-boun-
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Fiscbbaeh was 5. fellow student of
Petras at night school, and, according
to his story, Petras left the school in
the residence section saying that he
was going home, while, as a matter
of fact, he went down town. About
9 o'clock Fischbach said
he saw
Petras standing at a downtown corner
in the center of the business district
Petras told him, Fischbach said,
that he was going to catch a car, but
when the car came he did not take
it. This was the car just 'before the
one on which Petras and the Hollan
der girl went toward home at 9:25
o'clock.
The police theory is that
PJras waited to see what car "Miss
Hollander boarded and they believe
Fisehbach's story confirms their suppositions.

NATION ,

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

Washington, Feb.

19.

Senate:' Met

noon.

Executive session to consider renewal of eight pending arbitration
treaties.
Senators went to the White House
to confer with the president on the
Panama tolls repeal.
Majority Leader Kern announced
thit 'Senator Stone would be chosen
chairman for the foreign relations
committee, succeeding the late Sena

tor

Bacon."
Motion to force the Alaska coal
leasing bills out of the committee
went over to tomorrow.
House: Met at noon.
Interstate commerce commissioners
advocated the bill to regulate railroad

security Issues.
Conferees began work on the Alaska bill with the prospect of insisting
for the senate's $35,000,000 bond issue provision.
Debate resumed on the Indian bills.
Dr. John Lee Coulter advocated direct state loans to farmers before the
rural credit committee.
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Friends are Surprised
New York, Feb. 19.

The announce-

ment today that Clarence II. MacKay,
financier and president of the Postal
Telegraph-Cabl- e
company, and Cathe
rine Duer MacKay, his wife, had
been granted a mutual divorce by the
French courts on February 11, came
as a surprise, not because it was un
expected but because of the place and
manner in which tho decree was
granted,
For many months the couple had
been living apart, and society's only
query was when a suit for divorce
would be started.
It was thought
Portland, Maine, would be the place,
as Mrs. MacKay leased a house and
established a residence there, but earMaine
ly in the year she left her
home for Paris and soon thereafter
her husband appeared In the French
capital.
There were rumors of . a reconciliation then, but these were denied by
Mr. MacKay.
It now appears that
the trip of the two to Europe was
in accordance with a plan agreed on
when the separation suit of Mrs. Joseph A. Blake, against Dr.f Joseph .
Blake, the famous surgeon, was decided in the wife's favor without contest, and Mrs. Blake dropped her suit
for $1,000,000 against Mrs. McKay for
alienating Dr. Blake's affections.
Counsel for both Mr. and Mrs MacKay made announoiiiSiiu'ij jefaJniit-ua- l
divorce last niglttr" Both statements recited that both sides charged
desertion. The decree, it was stated,
gave the custody of the couple's three
children to Mr MacKay with the
right to visit them accorded to Mrs.
MacKay.
Mutual

SOON

COMMERCE
MISSION WILL RULE ON
CREASED TARIFFS

INTERSTATE

Paris, Feb. 19. Although the Paris
court delivered its judgment granting
a divorce between Clarence H. McKay and Catherine uuer McKay on
February 11, the verdict has not yet
been docketed. Coudert Brothers, the
attorneys of Mr. Mackay, while confirming the divorce, were unwilling
to give any details. The French
newspapers are forbidden by law to
publish reports, of divorce suits.
Mrs. MacKay today confirmed the
announcement that a divorce had
been granted, but said she preferred
to make no comment whatever. The
decision of the court was so drafted
as to avoid reflections on either par-

COMIN-

divorces, it was explained,
were permissible under the French
law. No mention was made in any
of the lawyers' statements of any financial settlement. Money settlements,
it is understood, were made a year
airo when Mrs. MacKay signed over
her title to tho magnificent estate
at Roslyn, L. I. This estate was givthe late
en her by her father-in-law- ,
John W. MacKay of Bonanza fame.
Mr. MacKay, who Is in town with
two of his children, the eldest being
at school in Connecticut, had nothing
to add to the story told by the attorneys. Mrs. MacKay !s still in Paris.
Clarence H. MacKay is 40 years of
age. He inherited nearly $.",0,000,000
from his father. Since he came into
his patrimony, 12 years a?ro, ne is
said to have almost doubled its worth.
He married Catherine Drier in 1S9S.

decision by
commission
on the proposed freight rate Increases
is. expected to be reached probably
within three months and before the
commission adjourns "for its summer
recess on July 1."" This announcement
substantially, was made by Commissioner Harlan today. Mr. Harlan said:
"Recognizing the public Importance
of an early disposition of the problems before us here, the. carriers, the
are
shippers and the commissionis t " a.
the- inquiry
u t of pn old
to
effort
bring
every
tamil-vIvntcKerboefcer
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WRITER'S WIDOW DEAD
Santa Barbara, Cal., Feb. 19. Mrs.
Robert Louis Stevenson, widow of the
famous novelist and writer, died of
apoplexy at her home in Monecito" yesterday.
Mrs. Stevenson was stricken late
yesterday and did not regain con
sciousness. Lloyd Osborne, her son,
has started from New York, for Santa
Barbara, and Mrs. Isabel Strong, her
daughter, has been notified at. Hono-

ON

HIS PROPERTY HE CALLED
CHIEF A BANDIT

HIS

AKBASSAC23

ENGLISH GOVERNMENT

K3TIHED
IS ASKED

TO SECURE THE PRISONER'S

RELEASE

BLAKE DIVORCE

Oklahoma City, okla., Feb. 19.
Scores of messages congratulating
Thomas P. Gore, United States senator from Oklahoniii, on his exoneration of charges of improper conduct,
made by Mrs. Minnie E.Bond, in a
suit for $30,000 damages, were received by the senator today.
The senator announced' that lie
vould spend today and tomorrow nore
I'tler which he would go to Hot
Springs for a short vacation before
be returns to Washington to resume
his duties in the senate.
Mrs. Gore, who had sat throughout
the trial by her husband's attorneys
and from time to time whispered suggestions to. them, could not restrain
herself, and tears were in her eye8 as
she shook hands vi:h the jury foreman.
Mrs. Bond was apparently unmoved
by the verdict or the demonstration
that followed. Ehe '"'.at quietly at a
table scribbling on n piece of paper
until her attorneys 'valued from Ihe
court room with her

at

DEPREDATIONS

RESENTING

El Paso, Tex., Feb. 19. Talking
with reporters today General Villa inthat Benton
advertently indicated
was still in his hands, but he checked
himself before further Information
could be gained.
"What do you think of a man who
would come over here with a
and threaten me?" demanded
Villa.

"I think he. ought to be shot,'" inlulu.
terposed an officer listening to the
'
'
conversation.
the
"Well," added
general, "I have
here in a box."
BILL NOT INVESTIGATE the
Yesterday Villa told reporters and
others that Benton was not under
ITALIAN HALL
arrest and when today be said that h
had Benton "safe" he laughed at bedetected in the previous deception,
ing
WITHWESTERN
FEDERATION
told that the British ambassaWhen
DRAWS ITS REQUEST
FOR
dor had been appealed to, tha rebel
GOVERNMENT INQUIRY
leader exploded profanely, "I don't
."
give a
HilO.
19.
N.
Hancock, Mich., Feb.
the
A long telegram concerning
ton, of counsel for the Western Fedcase of William S. Benton, who diseration of Miners, today withdrew hi8
In Juarez Tuesday
Bight,
request for a full Investigation of appeared
. ambassador
as
.to
sent
the Italian Hall disaster "at Calumet.
at Washington from tee foI.'y. !T!!
stating to the congressional commit case has aroused
great interest here.
tee that counsel had ecided "no
who is a mine owner and
Benton,
could
be subserved by
good purpose
Is considered wealthy. He
such an inquiry," provided the two ranchman.
Francisco Villa for many
known
has
sides could agree on a statement of
the facts to be inserted in the record. years, and his' wifa and friends hop
rebel general is merely disChairman Taylor said he had hoped that the
him for his outspoken proall along that such an investigation ciplining
rebel depredations on hi3
test
against
could be avoided and he would be
estate.
sides
could come
glad if the opposing
Benton's remarks to Villa, whom ha
to. some agreement
a bandit, were deliberate. Exascalled
,,iind of presentation of the strikers'
what hs considered waA-to- n
side was in sight when the; committee perated by
done his ranch by rebels.
damage
met. Mr. Hilton announced that counto friends of his intensel expected to conclude the subject Benton spoke
tion to tell Villa just what he thought
of unlawful assaults. Three more days
were all the strikers probably would of him.
"He is still a bandit, and I'm not
require, he said, one day on the sub
to tell him so to his face," Benafraid
ject of peonage, one day on eviction ton remarked.
cases and one day on the deportation
Ilia friends attempted to diHstrade
of Charles H. Moyer.
him from the use of tiny Intemperate
language, but the ranchman disdained
Guard to Be Represented
the advice of James Hamhlelon, who,
19.
Feb.
Governor
Lansing, Mich.,
like Benton, is a British sntj'ct. Kain-Ferris, In a telegram sent to Chairfor
man Taylor of the congressional in- bleton, who la loading the
his missing friend, said today that
tocommittee
Hancock
at
vestigating
the: best he could hope was that Beaday, said Samuel W. Pepper, assistant
ton was detained incommunicado, alwill
feave
the
for
attorney general,
Villa yesterday declared Vhat
copper country tonight to represent though
the state at the strike inquiry. Mr. he was not under arrest at all.
The suggestion that he might have
Pepper js .also judge advocate of the
a sudden trip to his 100,000 acre
taken
Michigan National Guard.
ranch a few miles west of Chihuahua
City is discounted, as it would have
been
unprecedented for him cot to
WIRELESS FAILS TO
have informed his wife.
A rather vague report reached' Mrs.
FIND DAMAGED SHIP Benton today that her husband was
in jail at Juarez. This report was re
ceived by the police from a man v. ho
K1NEO BELIEVED said ho had talked with a
prisoner
TO HAVE SUNK WITH ENjust released from Juarez. The latter
TIRE CREW
said there was an American in tfm
jail, ami that the American said if
Norfolk,
Va., Feb. 19. Wireless his friends "were
going to do anything
calls sweeping over the sea from the for him
they would better hurry e;.
radio towers on the middle Atlantic
coast, revenue cutters and numbers
OLD COL"r Lt
of steamships today found no trace
New
d
York, Feo. la, .Ao
or
of the
sth'ti ,er ki"jo
a New York banter nr.;!
Bath, Me., last rtjehtti jil-tdi- y
Tre-dr, k i
making 12 inches of water an hour and Mr.
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and In 'a disabled condition.
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.
,
schooner, with her crew of 11, had lv i
.
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n
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i
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TecU Daughter's Uctimely EccL

PRESERVE

"1

was not able to do
Ready, Ky.
anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
1 cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic, i thought
it was no use for 1 was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
I took eleven bottles, and now I am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
fn
1 think Cardui is the best medicine
the world. My weight has increased,
and 1 look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
ow
today. Delay is dangerous. We
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.
WrMte: Chttt&noog Mididna Co., LadiaV
tdvisory Dpt Chsttanoora, Tann., for Scil
book, "Horn
lH$trndMt on your cut and
Treatmonllor WomQ,"loelainwrM?r. M.C1SI

GAME WARDEN ASKS CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE TO RAISE NEC
ESSARY FUNDS

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19. Why not
have an elk preserve up Santa Fe
Canyon, in the national forest?
This was the queston asked by
Came Warden Baca this morning In
discussing the impending visit of 60
of the antlered tribe from the Yellow
stone Park to New Mexico.
"We are watching the papers for
elgns of the first heavy snow up in
Montana." said the game warden, "for
a heavy snow will mean that scores of
elk will rush, down to the plains In
search of food. The men who are to
rapture of elk will put out feed in
corrals and the elk will do the rest.
They will be unloaded at Decatur,
and we have already built pens to
hold them until they are ready to go
to the Pecos forest, their permanent
home."
Mr. Baca said that h sees no reason county to Investigate water power pos
why Santa Fe shouldn't get half a sibilities and also to look into land
dozen of these superb animals and withdrawals in San Juan county. He
keep them three or four miles up the will also eo to other .parts of the
Santa Fe canyon for the delight of state. Mr. Murphy travels out of San
tourists and of all those who like to Francisco.
make the canyon trip.
R. S. Watrous of the geological sur
"It would not require moro than vey leaves Friday for Durango to do
$350 to $400 to fence in 40 acres suf- general stream gauging work.
ficient ground to pasture the elk for
Back from Forest
some years." He added: "I shall apBon p. Johnson, supervisor of tho
peal to the chamber of commerce to- Pecos and Jemez forests, and Thomas
morrow night and put the matter Stewart have returned from the Pecos
squarely before the city. It 3eems to where they found delightful weather,
me that the elk would be a gr?at ad- despite the heavy suows. They had
vertisement for the beauties of the an interesting trip.
National Guard
canyon a drawing card as it were.
Tell a tourist that otm can travel a
The various orders of the national
and see not only guard fixing the dates for inspection
few miles
the grandest canyon m the country, of companies, will he announced upon
but also deer roaming around and the return of the governor who is exyou can be sure the visitor win mase pected to arrive this evening from
the trip and go away delighted."
Washington.
New Mexico is to get 50 elk from
Teachers' Certfficates
Uncle Sam's herd in the Yellowstone
Among the teachers who have rePark that is, if any one can catch ceived certificates are the following:
em.
Third grade: Mrs. Amnead DougMr. Baca will go to Montana to es- las, Estancia; Charles Daniels,
cort the animal3 to the Sunshine state.
Mrs. Lulu Murphy,
Considering the frightful cold of MonC. M. Quintana, Manzano; Es- tana, it seems certain that the elk quipula Cordova, Truchas; Henry
will take kindly to the Idea of living Guillen, Alcaide; Nemecio Martinez,
in New Mexico.
Chamita; J. M. Medina, Valleelt03;
Water Application
Mrs. Freda Huff, Espanola: Silviano
Water application 859 was filed, iy Roybal, Chamita; Canuto Trujillo,
Buxton;
Ralph B. MoNicholl, of Hagerman, for Chimayo; Edna O'Connor,
second-fee- t
of the Pecos Mrs. S. M. Vigil, Truchas.
river for pumping purposes to IrriSecond grade: Edwin S. Broad well,
gate 42.7 acres.
Espanola.
First grade: H. H. Watklns, DomGoes to San Juan
B. C. Murphy, hydraulic engineer ing; Stella Hutson, banta Fe.
Two New Corporations
for the land classification board, con
Two domestic corporations were
nected with the United States geological Burvey. has gone to San Juan chartered this afternon by the state
g
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corporation commission. The Reserve
Mercantile company, of Reserve, N.
M., was pno and the IUo Grande Publishing company of Las Cruees, N. M.,
was the other.
Lee Baldwin and John D. Fruser,,
both of Reserve, and Fred Baldwin of
Datll are the incorporators of the Reserve Mercantile company, which as
its name signifies win be engaged in
a general mercantile business. The
corporation is capitalized at $50,000,
and will begin business with $21,000,
each of the incorporators subscribing
$7,000. The principal place of business
is designated as Reserve, Socorro
county, and John D. Fraser is named
as the statutory agent
The Rio Grande Publishing com
pany has an authorized capital stock
of $25,000 and the amount with which
it will begin business is $15,000, subscribed by the incorporators as follows: J. R. Foster, A,000 shares; Or-ri-n
A. Foster, 498 shares, and Lytton
R. Taylor, 2 shares. The company will
conduct a general printing and publishing business. All of the incorporators reside at Las Cruces and Orrin
A. Foster is designated as the statutory agent.
Both corporations are formed for a
period of 50 years.
To Serve Papers
Chief Field Deputy Alfredo Delgado
of the United States marshal's office,
leaves this afternoon for Socorro and
Sierra counties to serve papers in the
land condemnation proceedings connected with the Elephant Butte project.
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MUST CHANGE TO MEET TJ'slES

THE NEW SPRING SILKS

In the Very Nature of Things, Uncertainty Will Ever Remain a
Portion of the Law.

Uncertainty must always be the portion of a large part of the law. It
may assist toward certainty to reduce
various branches of the law Into the
form of a statutory code, but uncertainty remains. Society does not stay
put; and if the code lags behind, it is
no longer the governing law. New Interpretations will be found for constitutions and codes, and new situations
will arise for which no code provides.
Napoleon Is said to have remarked
when the first commentary appeared
on the Code Napoleon, "Mon code est
perdu." He was right, but he had no
remedy. If the open acknowledgment
of the fact that there are many sources
of law other than statute and precedent Is heresy In the legal profession,
so much the worse for the legal professionHeresy or not, it is the fact,
always has been, and always will be.
If it 'tends to induce insignificant
Judges to be law unto themselves and
to lay down new and arbitrary rules,
we must face the fact and deal with
the judges. There is high and ancient authority commanding vis to
"get understanding." What though in
the process old gods totter and old
systems nerisht It is certain that
such an undertandlng of the function
of the judge as a lawgiver, should
impress him with a much greater
sense of his responsibility. Arthur L.
Corbin In the Yale Review.
HE SHOULD

HAVE THE BEST

ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
The first big shipment of spring silks is here Crepes, Messalines, Tub Silks, Chinas,
Crepe de Chines, etc. The quality is well up to our usual high standard and the colorings
are exquisite. Below are a few choice lots;

Good News
We are pleased to announce the arrival of another
shipment ol choice new millinery among which are
some chic patterns at $3.50,
$4.00 and $4.50 that are sure
to be evry popular thi3
spring. Also, a few exclusive,
new Paris models in pattern
hats. Charming, and only
$15.00. We want you to see
these new arrivals. Come
early and get first choice.
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Great' ' you' 11 hear that from
table
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Aunt
Jemima's delicious pancakes
Be.D.S.Pat.
comes in piping hot from the
kitchen. Aunt Jemima's makes the finest cakes
that ever went into your mouth the plump,
tender kind light as a feather temptingly
browned, and Um! so delicious to taste.
Spread thick with good, fresh butter
and lots or syrup, they are great.
I

Off.

I

'

t

Have Aunt Jemima's for tomor- row's breakfast. Takes just a
minute to stir em up. oooa tor
waffles and muffins, too.
1

Your grocer has Aunt Jemima'
.
1
.
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for waistings, in several patterns, Incolors.
We are offering a special valall
cluding stripes in nearly
$1.35 per yard
ue in these at
36 Inch FANCY TUB SILKS

DE LUXE is the name of a beautiful new silk on
the order of messalinei, only firmer and much, more lustrous, 26
$1.75 per yard
inches wide, in all the desirable shades, at

CASHMERE

NEW VTRIMMIG SILKS ,In tapestries, Persians, brocades
Bengalines. You must see theBe silks to fully appreciate
beautiful colorings Come.

Order by Mail
We

and

the

OrderbyMail
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Prepay

Parcels Post

flovthSidoPJaija

the Hospitable Instinct of th
Mother Were Aroused at Artist's

We Prepay

Parcels Post

All

Modest Request.

CLEANSES
!

Y01!;HA1R

SMES3IMAU.il

Ralph Perkbs, an artist making
sketching tour through Rhode Island
chanced one day upon a picturesque
old barn, so alluring to his eye that he
sat down on a stone wall and imme

1)1

IT BECOMES THICK, WAVY, LUS
TROUS AND ALL DANDRUFF

DISAPPEARS
Surely
try a "Dandorlne Hair
Cleanse" if you wish to immediately
double the beauty of your hair. Just
moisten a cloth with Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time;
this will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt, or any excessive oil in a few
minutes you will be amazed. Your
hair will be wavy, fluffy and abun
dant and possess an Incomparable
softness, luster and luxuriance, i
Besides beautifying the hair, one
application of Danderine dissolves
every particle of dandruff; Invigor
ates the scalp, stopping Itching and
falling hair.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh
sliowers of rain and sunshine are to
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
invigorates and strengthens them. Its
exhilarating, stimulating and life-prducing properties cause the hair to
grow long, strong and beautiful.
Yoa can surely have pretty, soft,
lustrous hair, and lots of It, if you
bottle of Knowi
will just get a
ton's Danderine from any drag store
or toilet counter and try it as direct,

diately set to work.
He soon became aware that he had
two spectators in the persons of the
farmer and his wife, who had come to
watch him.
Presently the artist discovered that
he had lost his rubber eraser, and,

wishing to correct an error in the
sketch, he went up to the farmer's
wife and asked her if he might have
a piece of dry bread. This, as is universally known, made a good eraser,
The farmer's wife looked at him
with an expression of pity not un
mixed with surprise,
"Dry bread!" she repeated. "Well
I guess you won't have to put up with
dry bread from me, young man. I've
got sons of my own out In the world,
You come right Into the kitchen with
me, and I'll give you a nice slice of
fresh bread with butter on It. No, not
a word," she continued, raising her
hand to ward off his expostulations,
T don't care how you came to this
state, tinr nnvhfnr nhnnt It: nil
know is you're5uiigry, and I've never
yet allowed anybody to leave my
house
craving food " Lippincott's
Magazine.
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Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,
3. M.

it

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier..
E. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash.

t.

INTEREST PAID ON TI IVIED

OECIOSITTS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
-

-

CAPITAL STOCK

03O,GQ0.QO

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

.

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Individual or Group.
words never should be con
nected by a disjunctive conjunction,
The proper word between the nouns
Is "and," not "or." The caption above
Implies that the terms can be separat
ed, and they cannot The question
was asked the other day If the growth
of group life was destroying the worth
ed. Adv.
of the individual.
The reply was giv
en by a business man who told of a
PYTHIANS CELEBRATE JUBILEE
request that had come to him the day
before for a man to stand at the cen
Washington, Feb. 19. Leading
from almost every nook and ter of a big group at a salary that
corner of the United States and Can- makes a minister rub his eyes. The
great" need of the organized group was
ada assembled in the ball room of the an individual. The two cannot
be
New Wlllard hotel today and joined sundered. The young man who
says
In a celebration of the fiftieth anniver that there is no longer any chance
sary of the founding of the Knights for the Individual does not know the
of Pythias and all that the order has facts. Each Is necessary to the other. UNITED STATES PREPARES FOR
The proper conjunction is "and." Get
FACILITIES TO TRANSPORT
accomplished during the half century
that into your mind, young man, and
THEM
of its existence. It was on February
then make good. The Congregational- Justus H.
rne

$50,000.08

$100,000.00

.

.

President

.

Vice President

-

Treasurer

I

-

Interest Paid On Deposits

25-ce-

CANAL TO

s'

INCREASE

BRING
OF

EMIGRANTS

WW

42 inch SILK CREPES in plain and fancy colors la all the new
shades tango, rusit, chicory, electric greens and blues, etc. These
crepes are cut In five yard dress patterns and are very desirable
.$12.50 per Pattern
at

that
Rathbone,
19, 1804,
a cleric employed in one of the government offices here, called together
a handful of bis friend3 and submitted to them a plan to form a new fraternal and benevolent society. Together
they took the initial steps which
brought into existence the order of
the Knights of Pythias, which in 50
years has Increased In membership
until It now ranks as the third largest
organization of Its kind In America
The anniversary exercises began at
10 o'clock this morning and continued
through the entire day. Supreme
Chancellor Thoma3 J. Carting of Macon, Ga., presided and addresses of
welcome were delivered in behalf of
the District of Columbia and the local
lodges. Responses were made by representatives of many of the state and
provincial grand lodges of the United
States and Canada, Leading members
presented papers and addresses re
viewing the history ot the order. Occupying places of hoiier on the platform during the exercises were Kd- ward S. Kimball and Abraham D. Van
dervere, two of the original members
of the order.
The anniversary exercises will be
continued tomorrow, concluding In the
evening with a great mass meeting, at
which Supreme Vice Chancellor Brig
ham S. Young of Ohio will preside.

lst

Ireland's Signposts.
Ireland is the country for useless
signposts. During the last few years
there has been an outbreak of Gaelic
League activity In the country. Among
other manifestations it has taken the
form of erecting signposts with Gaelic
Inscriptions. There is one such in the
little village of Omeath, in County
Louth. It directs the traveler to
and to Newry but It directs
him in an unknown tongue. It Is not
easy to see what useful purposes
served by such a signpost. For the
Inhabitant knows his way without any
such assistance and the English
speaking traveler is unable to find It
unless he happens to consult one of
the villagers, not one of whom so far
as I have been able to discover" can
either read or speak a single word of
Gaelic.

London Chronicle.
Legal Tangle.

The day was drawing to a close.
Judge, Jurors, witnesses and lawyers
were growing weary, says

Path.

the

Theoso-phlca-

l

Finally the counsel for
the prosecution rose to examine the
defendant.
"Exactly how far Is it between the
two towns." asked the lawyer, In

voice.
The defendant yawned, and replied:
"About four miles as the cry flows."
"No doubt," said the man of law,
"you mean as the flow cries."
The judge leaned forward. "No," he
remarked, suavely, "he means as the
Gas In the stomach or bowels Is a fly crows."
d'sngTepaWe symptom of a torpid
Then all three looked at one anliver. To get rid of it quickly take
other,
s
feeling that Bometnmg was
Tt is a
HTCrtBTNE.
liver
stimulnnt and bowel purifier. Price wrong somewhere.
50c. Sold by Centra Drug Co. Adv.
weary

London, Feb. 19. That the government at Washington is making preparations for increased emigration
from Europe to the Pacific coast of
the United States on the opening of
the Panama canal, Is indicated by a
request to American consuls In Europe to furnish the department of labor with reports on the plans being
made by transportation agencies to
hanle the increased traffic. The coiv
suls have also been called upon to
supplement the work of special emigration commissioners who have visited Europe lately, with reports or tne
quantity and quality wf the expected
immigration.
European representatives of American railroads welcome this action on
the part of the American government
as Indicating the beginning of a movement by Washington to encourage the
high type of emigration which England and Germany are making every
effort to divert to their own colonies.
These governments offer every Inducement to steamships and railroads to
handle this traffio while the agents
of the American transportation concerns complain that the American government adopts a negative policy,
which, while effectively shutting out
many undesirable Immigrants, also
discourages the solid type of immigrant for whom there Is still much
room in the United States.
Alexander Jackson, who has represented a large American railroad system for many years in Europe, has
suggested to the local American con

sulate that the United States prepare booklets setting forth the agricultural and business possibilities of
the various states for free distribution in Europe.
He believes that
such booklets backed by the government imprint would lead to a great
Increase In the numbers of immigrants whovare looking for farms or
business openings rather than for ordinary jobs.

workers have lost nearly $90,000,009
in wages from stoppages due to
trade disputes during the' last ten
years. To this has to be added a
very large amount distributed in strike
pay. Against this the net gain in,
wages resulting from disputes is reIn the same
ported as $18,000,000.
period the working classes as a
whole have secured advances in wages
Of every
estimated at $75,000,000.
hundred strikes or other disputes reClub life for the working man Is to corded In the years under review DO
be developed on a large scale in Lon- per cent were won by the employers.
don. A central labor palace is to be 25 per cent by the workers ani the
eretced at a cost of2over $250,000 which other 25 per cent were compromised.
in addition to providing meeting halls
for the trades unions is to include a A Good Cough Medicine for Children
Convincing proof of .the rare curmoving picture theater for the display
of labor scenes. A large organ and ative properties of ' Chamberlain's-Cougorchestra will play music written
Remedy came from, Mrs. Mary
around the pictures. Arrangements Fawcett of Grlnnell, Iowa who says:,
have been made with unions In "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy helped"
Prance, Belgium and Germany for the my little boy a great deal when he
exchange of films, a pool of $350,000 had whooping cough. It is a good
having been formed tor this purpose. medicine." For sale by all dealers.
t
There are also to be dining rooms, Adv.
where orchestras will play
during
'
NEW SHIP IN, SERVICE
meals, a smoking lounge and other
19.
Feb.
Pacific
The
Liverpool,
club.
rate
a
comforts of first
One ot
the chief features will be stores where Steam Navigation company's new
provisions of all kinds will be sold liner Orduna, which sailed from Liverto members, and at times of strikes pool on hep maiden trip today, forms
a notable addition to the steamship
giving away Instead of Btrike pay.
The promoters believe that the un- service between the British Isles and
dertaking will pay Its own way. The the west coast of South America. The
scheme has the official support of the Orduna Is a triplet-scresteamship of
London Trades Council, which repre- 15,000 tons and Is the largest vessel
sents 120 unions, with a membership to ply between Europe and the westof 200,000.
It is expected that many ern coast of the southern continent-Sh- e
will make Callao her destination,,
other unions, especially the smaller
ones, now outside the jurisdiction with Rio de Janiero, Montevideo and
Valparaiso as ports of rail. At Callao
of the council, will join.
the ship will make connection with
fast service to Panama,
According to a report Issued by the the
board of trade, supplemented by data
Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown- supplied by trade unions, organized
,UpS
That's Foley's Honey and Tar Comhas
It
the confidence of your
pound.
who knows It will give you
W.
W. Nessmith, States-bor1 OH
CHILDISH; satisfaction.
Ga., says: "I have used Foley's
fnHlhi,-ii!(tn-.
inr h. Honey and Tar Compound In my famFM o r c! e
i
end Destroy ily and have sold it In my store and
worm.
it never fails to cure." Refuse a subH
TrwtoMiit. in St! hnur 10,7I,fP!IHllSU(Ii
A
lnwm't, i.ct
stitute, o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
fmiAiutui. A. S CU&T3t L Hot, ft.Ya Drug Store. Adv.
"
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Now Does Her Own Work.
Lydia E. Pmkham's Vegetable Compound Helped Her.
Ironton, Ohio." I am enjoying bet-

CHICAGO
IN
GATHERING
LOOKED FORWARD TO BY
MANY WOMEN

ter health

now than I have for twelve
years. When 1 began to take Lydia E.

Pinkham's

The wealth of interesting things to
be presented at the .biennial convenof
tion of the General Federation
Women's Clubs in Chicago, June
indicates that no club woman should
fail to attend. Between ten and fifteen thousand women are expected
and hotel managers think the number
"will be greater, estimating by the reservations already made. Following
the complimentary concert to be given
by the Chicago Symphony orchestra,
on Tuesday evening, there will be a
council meeting on Wednesday morning. The sessions are more intimate
than those of the general federation,
because the council is a smaller body,
composed of every club president In
the federation, state presidents, general federation, state secretaries,
board of directors and chairmen of departments. The itnerests of the general federation are broukht before the
council, with opportunity for general
discussion, and any .club president
may bring her problems for solution
or her pet project lor endorsement
and adoption.
Wednesday afternoon will toe left
departopen for general federation
ment chairmen to meet the members
of their departments, and there will
be open hours In which club women
may find delight in visiting Chicag's
great shopping center. Wednesday
evening the convention will fnnally
open with a program under the direction of the local biennial board.' On
this occasion Miss Jane Addams will
?ive one of the two addresses of
Thursday morning the work
of the convention begins in earnest,
with reports of the national officers.
"'Comfort" is the slogan of the local
biennial hoard and tnere will be an
absence of that stress of work which
some times makes a convention an
onerous duty. This is due to the arrangement of the programs. Friday
will be the first day given to a department and will be in charge of Mrs.
O. Shephard Barnum, of Aihambra,
California, chairman of education. Her
will cover the educational work
done by the clubs of the state federations and by state committees of her
department, which is highly organized
Into four committees Peace, political science, social hygiene, and VocaMrs. Ella Flagg
tional education.
of the Chicago
principal
Young,
schools, will make the leading address of the morning on education in
a democracy. At the general education conference in the afternoon each
chairman of the committees will present a strong speair as an expert
leader of discussion on vital questions
relating to her branch of the department. The subject of peace will be
In charge of Mrs. Josiah Evana Cowles
of Los Angeles, for four years first
vice presient of the general federation.
The political science portion of the
conference will he conducted by Helen Varick Boswell, of New York, on
the general subject preparation for
citizenship. It was Miss Boswell who
was sent to the canal one 'by author-tie- s
of the United States government
to organize women's clubs there as an
element in socially constructive conditions. The vexed question of social
hygiene and instruction concerning It
In normal schools will be handled by
President Wlliam B. Owen, of the Chicago normal, chairman of the
appointed fry the president of
the National Education association to
prepare plans and outlines for a suit
able normal course In social hygiene.
Mrs., Maggie W. Barry, of Sherman,
Texas, will preside durin that portion
of the conference followed by Mrs.
?. P. Barnes, of Kansas City, Missouri, chairman of the committee on
vocational training and guidance. The
chief speaker for her section will be
Professor Frank' M. Leavltt, president
of the national Vocational Guidance
association. At a general session of
the evening of education day there
will be an address on political science
and one on peace.
In the conservation department the
report of the natiomir chairman, Mrs.
Emmons Crocker, of Fitchsburg, Massachusetts, will be followed 'by an ad- -

Vegeta-bl- e

had female troubles
and was very nervous.
I used the
remedies a year and
I can do my work
and for the last eight
months I have
worked for other
women, too. I cannot praise Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound enough
for I know I never would have been as
well if I had not taken it and I recommend it to suffering women. ' '

Daughter Helped Also.

"I gave

it to my daughter when she
was thirteen years old. She was in
school and was a nervous wreck, and
could not sleep nights. Now she looks
so healthy that even the doctor speaks
of it. You can publish this letter if you
like." Mrs. Rena Bowman, 161 S. 10th
Street, Ironton, Ohio.
Why will women continue to suffer
day in and day out and drag out a sickly,
existence, missing three-fourtof the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound?
half-heart-

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegeta-bleComponndw- ill

help you,write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo,
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.
dress on Conservation by Gifford
Pinchot. Tha afternoon session at 2: 30
will be a conference under the direction ef Mrs. Crocker, when in
talks Mrs. Lovell White, of San
Francisco, will apeak on Forestry;
Mrs. A. L. Christie, of Butte, Montana, on Conservation in general; Miss
Myra L. Dock of Fayetteville, Pennsylvania, on Tree Nursery Work;
Mrs. May Riley Smith on Conservation of Birds; and Mrs, Lydia Adams
on
Williams, of Washington, D. C.,
the Forest Service. Each state chairman of Conservation has also been
invited to speak for two minutes concerning her work or un some conservation subject In which she is especially interested. The chief address
of the civil sfervice department will
be made by its chairman, Mrs. Imogen
B. Oakley, of Philadelphia, on the
subject The Domestic Side of Civil
Service Reform.
Chronic Constlpafitm

Cured

"I had been troubled with chronic
constipation for two years and tried
all the best physicians in Bristol,
Tenn., and they could do nothing
for me. Two packages of Chamber-Iain'- s
Tablets cured me," writes Thos
E. Williams, of Middleboro, Ky. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
KANSAS TEACHERS IN SESSION
Clay Center, Kas., FeD. 19. The an

nual meeting of the North Central
Kansas Teachers' association began
here today and will continue until the
end of the week. A large attendance
and an attractive program combine
to give promise of one of the most
profitable meetings ever held by the
association.
. Vanish
Away
Men and women having backache,
rheumatism, Btlff and swollen joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley
Kidney Pills are successful everywhere in driving out these Ills. That
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective in
Backache-Rheumatis-

com-mit-

all diseases that result from weak, inactive kidneys and urinary irregularities, O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Editorial association gathered in Minneapolis today' and began their forty-eight-h
annual convention. The meeting will last two days and will have
President Vincent of the University
of Minnesota and trier notables as
speakers.
A scald, burn, or sever cut heals
slowly If neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand is always prepared for such accidents. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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Jane went to the station with thi
.
Jane wai
others to tell him
always a brave little thing, acceptini
whatever life brought without uiucl
murmur. And life hadn't been lavisi
with gifts at the little brown house.
"So that is the last of the Greys al
Grey's Grossing," said the men, when
the train had switched round the
curve. "Wonder how long it will be
before the name changes? I should
think Rod might have been better oft
right here." .
,
i "We always thought
you and Rodney would make a match of it, Jane,"
the women added, "especially since
you were both left alone, so."
"I suppose we know each other too
well to be very sentimental," smiled
Jane. But she slipped her hand Into
her pocket and grasped the key to the
little Grey cottage to be sure she was
not having an unhappy dream.
But Jane did not have much time
to mourn the absence
of Rodney
She had
Grey from Grey's Crossing.
to keep the hens laying and the garden and the berry patch productive to
ensure food and clothing for the coming winter.
People said Jane looked
and that she must have a hard
time of it making a living off her little place. "Seems to me," they always
ended, "that a nice little thing like
Jane has always been, ought to find
a good husband somewhere. They did
not know about the hours she spent
in loving care of that cottage across
the road. "Mrs. Grey would have felt
so dreadful to have had it neglected,"
she told herself as if some excuse
were demanded for her own
good-bye-

SERVICE
ASSIST FOREST
HUNTING VAKIETY GOOD
FOR PULP

A recent issue of the New York
is printed on paper made from
woods which have not been used
heretofore for news print paper.
The sheet which newspaper readers
hold In their hands each day is made
of wood. If one looks closely the little wood fibers can be seen, especially in the margins where printing does
not obscure them. The larger part of
the wood so used is ground up, while
some of it is reduced by the action or
chemicals. The chemical pulp has the
longer fibers and a certain proportion
of it is added to the ground wood to
give the finished paper the required

toughness;
Spruce, abundant in the New England and Lake states and in Canada;
has heretofore been the standard
wood for making news print paper and
as long as there was a supply sufficient to. meet the needs of the paper
industry there was no reason to seek
substitutes. But heavy inroads have
been made on the spruce forests of
the western part of the United States
in this day of great circulation and
large editions, especially of Sunday
ipapers with their many parts. On a
rough estimate, a newspaper with an
average circulation Of 60,000 copies
and an average edition of 20 pages,
uses each day the product of about
four acres of forest. When this is
mutliplied by the great number of
newspapers published In the United
States, many of them with much larger editions, and when this is further
multiplied by 365, because many pa
pers are issued every day of tM
year, it can be seen that the drain
upon the forests is enormous. For- etsers say that even under the most
approved methods known to their profession, it could scarcely be expected
that spruce would be able to hold its
own, but would neea supplementing
by other material.
It is but natural, therefore, that paper manufacturers ai looking for
new sources of supply which will furnish an abundance of wood pulp, at a
price which will not be prohibitive.
Poplar and a few other woods are
used, Ibut they do not go very far.
In the national forests there are
many woods considered inferior by
lumbermen. Yet thbjf are available
for purchase at low rates and many
of the timber stands are readily accessible.
The forest service, in Its
desire to utilize to the best advantage all of the resources of the federal timber holdings, aas been seeking proper uses for these trees and
has experimented in making pulp
from them at Its pulp laboratory at
Wausau, Wisconsin, an auxiliary of
the forest products laboratory at Madison. The Wasau laboratory is equipped with Btandard machinery and all
experiments are carried out under
conditions which duplicate commercial practice.
As a final test of the value of some
of these new woods ander practical
conditions, arrangements were made
between the forest service and the
Herald to print some part of its edition on paper made from various
wods that showed promise as substitutes for spruce. These woods were
ground at the Wausau laboratory; the
product was then mixed with the
usual proportion of chemical pulp and
made into news print paper, rolls of
which were sent to New York for the
experimental run.
The new woods must fulfill many
conditions as to color, finish, and
strength. In these trial runs, most
of the paper is made from various
western firs, which show considerable
promise, but the Investigators do not
consider their tests : complete until
they have subjected the paper to actual printing conditions. They grow
throughout the mountain ranges of
the west, particularly in the Pacific
coast states.
In addition to their Interest in findwoods,
ing new uses for little-usefederal forest oflcers naturally desire
to keep the newsprint paper manufacturing industry within the United
States. They therefore seek to present the opportunity offered by many
of the woods on the national forests,
where there is a supply of cneap
wood available for many years to
"
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Other woods have been tried for
pulp by the forest products laboratory
and other newspapers will make experimental runs of th, paper. Any one
interested in this experiment,
other wood pulp teats carried
the forest service, can secure
information by writing to the
products laboratory at Madiaon,

of in
on by

over-worke-

At rare intervals letters came from
queer, outlandish places. Once Rodney wrote asking her to rent the place
If she could get anything for it "You
deserve something for the care you
have given it all this time," he said.
Once he sent a check that took Jane's
breath, in answer to her statement
that the roof needed patching." "Do
what fixing is necessary to keep the
aid place from falling to pieces," he
wrote, "and keep the rest for yourself." And when she returned that
money, after paying the local carpenter for repairs, saying that she could
Qot think of accepting so large a sum,
the longest letter of all arrived.
"You see, I've prospered out here,
lane," it said. "I had to sit down
and think how that check would have
looked to me in Grey's Crossing, not
to be really offended with you for re.
turning it."
h
So Jane began picturing Rodney in
the place of the millionaires about
whom she read Rodney riding about
In a private car, Rodney in fine raiment smiled upon by beautiful women.
She could scarcity conceal resentment
when the neighbors wondered "how
Rod was getting on, anyway." Each
fresh picture of glory which she proudly yet reluctantly drew seemed to remove him further from her, but she
did not experience despair until the
:

night she heard of the petition for
changing the name of the Grey's Crossing postofflce to "Paterson." "There's
no Greys here any more," explained
the circular of the petition, "and the
Patersons have done a lot for the
town; it don't seem more than fair."
Jane took the pen he held ready for
her and bent above the paper. "I I
can't do It," she gasped.
TtH go
through without my signature, I reckon. Maybe I'm
but I
never can agree to have that name
changed."
"I suppose it will make a sight of
talk if Jay tells what I said," she admitted to herself, and tbo thought kept
her awake at an unusual hour. ' "I
don't know what possessed me, anyway. I never did like changes as some
folks do. The Grey house is here, yet,
whether any of the family is or not."
And she lifted her head from her
troubled pillow to look . across to
where she knew the dark bulk of the
house would be showing In the starlight A bright light was shining
from the kitchen windowl
Although Jane had lived alone so
long, she was a timid little creature
after a charming, feminine fashion,
but brave as a lion in the face of duty.
"I've got to go over there," she whispered. "I've got to see who is in that
house."
Feeling about in the darkness she
dressed with all haste, and stole noiselessly from her own door. She had almost reached the center of the Grey
yard when the kitchen door was flung
suddenly back and Rodney Grey stood
revealed in the opening.
"Jane," be cried, as the light shone
on her white, scared face, "1 never
thought of this I thought you were
asleep."
"How did you get in?" gasped Jane,
almost too weak to stand.
"1 pried open that hook to the old
woodhouse door. It was dark at your
house bo I thought I would not disturb
you for the key. I never though of
your seeing the light and being frightened."
"1 should not have seen it once out
of a hundred times," she stammered,
thinking of the reason for her wakefulness. "But I'm reai glad to Bee you.
Rodney" He wei,t down the starlit
path then and shook hands with her
and instated upon going with her
across to ber own door. "You will
come over and have breakfast with
me?" she insisted. "There isn't a
thing In the house over there, you

exact
forest know."
"That

Is like you, Jane.
come, thank yon."

Yea,

m

19, 1914.
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No one couia nave guessed that the
exceedingly fresh and pretty little wo
man across the table from Rodney
Grey next morning had not closed her
eyes the night before.
"It hasn't been all pleasure, by any
means," he was telling her in his old
impulsive way. "At first it was ex
citing to make money, but that palled
after a little, for I didn't know What
to do with it, and I've never loved
money Just for the mere possession,
I've traveled some, but that gets
mighty tiresome after a while. A spell
back, I thought if I could get here to
the old place I'd be satisfied, but I
don't know It seems different than I
thought, someway. I don't know that
I shall stay long, after all."
. But he reckoned without the rotten
old back steps which gave way undei
his unaccustomed weight, twisting his
knee under him painfully. Jane heard
his call and summoned help. Jane
sent for the doctor and ordered a
nurse from the city a nice, cheerful
young man, she bargained for, "who
will be a companion for him and cheer
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A Real Live Ztsll to Fondle I Woman
Creatot Happinet.

MURDER
f

V

V

MR. AND MRS. LITTLE ARE PUT
ON TRIAL FOR KILLING J. J.

i

VAN CLEVE

One of the most Important matters ahmft
which wonren concern themsi'lves Is their
future status a a jframlmotUer. And ha
Shreveport, La., Feb. 19. Mr. and 1b
wisdom Itself who knows of or learn!
Mrs. Hervey S. Little were arraigned of that fainoua remedy. Mother's Friends
Is an external application for th
in the district court here today to This
abdominal muscles and breasts. Tt cer"
allays a!?
stand trial on a charge of having tainly has a wonderful influence,
fear, banishes ail pain, Is a most gratefut
murdered J. J. Van Cleve. The mur- encouragement to the young, expectant
her to go through the
der of Van Cleve, a prominent real es mother, and permits
period happy In mind, free In body an
tate man, occurred in the corridor of thus destined to anticipate woman's tfreat-e- st
happiness as nature Intended she should,
a downtown office building on NovemThe action of Mother's Friend makes tha
ber 18, last, and created a wide- muscles Iree. pliant and responsive to exThus all strain and tension upon
spread sensation. According to the pansion.
the nerves and ligaments Is tvoided, and.
him up." .
statements of those who witnessed In place of a period of discomfort and conIn. spite of all this, Rodney was not the tragedy Little shot down Van sequent dread, It is a sensun ot calm reposu
and joyful expectation.
cheerful.
In fact, he looked quite Cleve when urged to do so
There is no nausea, no morning sickby his wife, ness,
no nervous twitching, none of that
melancholy the afternoon Jane went who was
standing nearby.
constant strain known to so many women,
sver to sit with him while the nurse
hence Mother's Friend la really one of tha
went to the city for a half-holidaMany conflicting stories have been greatest blessing that could be devised.
Tills splendid and certain remedy can bs
'I'll wheel you out on the west porch," circulated as to the underlying cause
at 11.00 a bottle, and
the said cheerfully. "I want you to for the tragedy. According to some had of any druggist
is sure to prove of inextlmable value, nut
how
lee
fine the old dahlia bed is of the friends of the accused husband only upon tho mother, but upon the henltit
coking. Isn't it fortunate, if you had and wife Van Cleve had been intimate and future of the132child. Write to Bradileld
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta.
Begulator Co.,
o be ill, that it could be here in your with
t,a.. for their book; to expectant mothers.
the woman befo, her

marriage

Id home?"

"It

hasn't made any difference,
lane," he blurted out, as if glad to unmrden himself. "That has troubled
ne I ought to enjoy being here, but
do not What is the matter with
ne, anyway?"
"Oh, you have a roving disposition,
suppose," answered Jane, pleasantly,
infolding a bit of sewing from the lit
le basket beside her. "There goes Jay
Jrownell," she continued. "He Is clr
lulating a paper to have the postomce
tame changed to 'Paterson,' seeing
here are no Greys here, any more."
Then her sewing seemed to absorb
ter attention, and there was silence
ave for the buzzing of bees along the
ate flower border. The quiet flowertiled garden, the porch with its silent
rorker and its cozy tea table spoke
tuddenly of peace, a peace that flood
-

id the

heart

of Rodney Grey.

"Jane," he said eagerly, leaning to
ward her, "I know now what it is I've
teen missing all along it's you. Jane!
"ve wanted the garden like this, and
'ou with your sewing telling me the
leighborhood happenings, and some-mto' eat supper with me." He laugh
id out happily, like a boy. "Do you
tnderstand, Jane? I've been a fool
or I didn't know!"
There was another nice, comforting
ileuce on the little porch. Then Rod
ley smiled at the top of Jane's head
there it rested against his shoulder.
1 guess they'll not need to change the
lame of the postoflice," he said, with
'ep satisfaction.
Copyright,

1813, by the McCluro
paper Syndicate.)

MICROBE

THAT EATS

News

METAL

Student Discovers Baclllui
That Has Specific Action on
Iron and Steel.

English

sclence'knows a hundred
that devour the hu,
man tissues and cause all sorts of
and also many that eat plants,
roots, dirt, wood and clothing, it hai
never been Imagined that there was
jne capable of eating up bits of steel
and Iron. Yet the discovery just made
by E. M. Mumford, an English student, shows that this is the case.
A bacillus that has a specific action
upon solutions of iron and steel was
obtained by Mr. Mumford from the
Bridgewater canal tunnels at Wors-ley-,
Lancashire.
This new species of bacillus variei
in its digestive action upon iron and
steel compounds according to whether
it acts in the presence or absence oi
air. When oxygen is present the iron
is precipitated by the germs as iron
bog ore, while in the absence of oxygen no Iron salts are formed.
This
germ is a short miof an inch
crobe about
long. It grows readily on potatoes and
in color. It
then looks greenish-browalso colonizes in milk, gelatine and
agar.
It also forms an iron digestive juice
or enzym, which acts upon Iron Just
as the germ itself does.
Although

mal-idies-

iron-eatin- g

to Little and had endeavored to force
his attentions on her after her mar- Little fired four more
These statements, however, prostrate body.
riage.

are not in accordance with much of
the evidence offered in the preliminary hearing of the accused couple.
Friends and business acquaintances
of the slain man testified that he
had determined to sever his relations
with Mrs. Little and that it was his
refusal to have anything more to do
with her that led to the tragedy.
Van Cleve and Littio were partners
in the real estate business. For some
time prior to the traedy, according
to statements made by those about
the building in which Van Cleve and
Little held their offices, the former
had endeavored to avoid meeting Mrs.
called at the of
Little, who
fices to see him and who, it Is said,
had threatened him with bodily harm
As a result of the tumble Van Cleve
and Little decided to end their partnership. On the morning of the trag
edy a deal was concluded whereby
Van Cleve bought out the interests of
his partner in the business. After the
papers were signed the two men'and
a mutual, acquaintance stood engaged
In friendly conversation In front of
the building. According to the testimony of witnesses Mrs. Little approached the trio and asked her husband if he had whipped Van Cleve.
Little replied that ne had not and
that everything had been settled amicably.
According to the statement of the
mutual acquaintance who witnessed
the tragedy Mrs. Utile applied a vile
epithet to Van Cleve and told her
husband that if he did not whip him
she would. It is said that Little
thereupon drew a revolver and answered "I'll whip him."
Van Cleve, who had been standing
a few feet away, but taking no part
in the conversation, turned around
and started to enter the building. He
had reached the elevator when LIttte
pulled blm back and shot him. After
his victim had fallen to the floor
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10 CENT

IS YCUIi LAXATIVE
BEST LIVER AND BOWEL CLEANS
ER AND STOMACH REGULATOR KNOWN

Get a

box.

Put aside just once the Salts,,'
Pills, Castor Oil or Purgative Watera
which merely force a passageway
through the bowels, but do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and purify
these drainage organs, ud have na,
effect whatever upon the liver and.
stomach.
Keep your "insides" pure and fresh
with
Cascarets, which thoroughly
cleanse the stomach, remove the undigested, sour food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all lh
poisons in the bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make yoa
feel great by morning.
They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
and cost only 10 cents a bos from,
your druggist. Millions ot men and
women take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, BfHous-nes- s,
Coated Tcngue Indigestion, Sour
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cascarets belong in every household.
Children just love to taka them.
Adv.
La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostraiw
Some victims of la grippe never fully recover the health of the lungs, and;

persistent coughing is weakening. The
luick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes it valuable in severe la grippe
P. O. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,.
coughs.
writes: "La prippe left me with a severe cough that Foley's Honey &nr
Tar cured, and I am back to my normal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Ho-Cross Drug Store. Adv.
,
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Not Lika Father.
Irishman who had a gooa
deal of money, but who wasn't very
particular about his habitB or conduct, lived in Chicago. His custom
was to go down town about once a
month on a spree, and then come back
and beat his family and break the
fruniture. His aged wife who had
stood him for many years, was blind
Finally he died, and Mb children
gave him a fine funeral They had
plenty of money now that the old man
was dead, and so they spread themwas
selves. At the church there
elaborate ceremony. The blind widow
was dissolved In woe. She cried and
cried all through the service, paying
scant heed to what was going on until the eulogy was pronounced. She
listened. The parson referred, to the
dead man in glowing terms. Aftei
about ten minutes of this the aged
widow nudged her son and whispered
"Danny, do they be havin' two fuo

shots

'

All old

The Golden Staff cf Life
Bread is the staff of life and
electric toast h
ks most delicious and healthful form.
There's no use trying to demonstrate or even to imagine
that ordinary toast is as good as electric toast. In making
ordinary toast it is very difficult to avoid burning the bread,
and burnt bread is something very very different from the
crisp and delicate toast made by the clean electric heat of the
golden-brow-
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Radiant Terrier

The electric toaster enables you l h''- r ' t t
any time without the fuss and botlar l It .' '. ; f.i- -

There '
smoking up the house.
for an Electrical Christmas Gift.
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erala here today?"
Of Course Not
"The idea of doxlng while

I

was slag

ing."
"You were singing a lullaby, weren't
you?"
"Yea."
"Then 1 couldn't pay your ftrt any
bifcUer

compliment."
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der the command of Superintendent
Thornton, comprising over 70 men
skilled In .emergency railway repair
work, with the company surgeon. Dr.
J. Kent yoriuington, as anitary and
medical officer. The wisdom of providing for the sanitary supervision of
the expedition ie shown in the out
come. A complete - outfit of meai- cines, bandages, Instruments, etc,, to
meet almost any emergency was provided, of course, but' outside of a few
minor accidents. Utrre work in this
line was required during the period
of about.' .a month which the relief
chief
party spent in'thls work. Tne
of
were
officer
medical
the
of
duties
a preventive character, and included
close supervision of the food supply
and its preparation, the water supply
latand the camps and bunk cars, the
and
ter being kept thoroughly cleaned
to
disinfected, with proper attention
the
inspection
and
etc.,
ventilation,
and examination of all wells or other
sources of water eupply before any
water was allowed to be used. Each
member of the party was personally
;nanAPtPfl and Questioned each day by
condi
the medical officer as to his
was
trouble
approaching
and'
tion,
to.
In
addition,
attended
iir,m(.Aiiil;
to
the physician lent his assistance
the work of the communities in wuiu
he was stationed. The outcome of
exthis care of the men was that the
with every
home
returned
pedition
m
in ntter Dhvsical condition than
v
ofntoH
b,b the result, the
of this; careful
says,
superintendent
supervision of the memcai yumcc.
w DArint.endent in his report
makes ) the, general observations that
medihe considers the presence of a
cal man with an expedition of this
sort as absolutely essential to its
work; that the theory of this
Is thoroughly recognized in military
affairs; that there is no reason why
it Khmilri not apply to other classes
r tirnrt- of a similar character, an
unless
army or railway force, and that
r
the members of an expedition, wnai-eve-
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TAX

Mexico.

TELEPHONES
Business Office
Newt Department

:'

COLLECTORS WILL BEGIN GATH
ERING INCOME ASSESSMENT SOON
Have you made your income

tax

return?
If not, you would do well to secure
one of your Uncle Samuel's little
blanks, supplied by the collector of
Internal revenue at Santa Fe and
make said return, on
r before
March 1, 1914.

Failing to make such return, and
your income fallincr within the terms
of the law, you are liable to be as
sessed a penalty of $20, an additional
tax of 50 per cent on your return, and
divers other penalties which have
been laid down by the congress as

punishment for delinquency.
All persons having an Income of
$3,000 a year or more are required
to make a return. Single persons are
exempt up to the amount of $3,000.
Married persons are exempt up to $4,- 000. All others must pay the little 1
per cent, over the exemption limit,
set down by the law.
So far as could be ascertained to
day no supply of blanks has been
placed! hi jLaej 1'egaa,, jind lt is nec
essary to send to the revenue office
at Santa Fe for your blank.
The penalty for a false return is
a fine up to $2,000 or imprisonment
for as much as one year, or both, in
the discretion of the court.
,
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that this represents
to Industrial affairs
of sanitation first,
the building of tne

19, 1914.

LAUGH
AND

EVERY MINUTE

THE OPEN

WINTER

HANDSOME

it may be, are kep in good physical condition, Inefficiency will result.
The Journal of the American Medical

Association says
the application
Main 2 of the
principle
...Main 9 which permitted
Panama canal.

AT MINSTREL SHOW

winter Is prolific of
seems ELKS PREPARE TO ENTERTAIN
(o be disproved for the present season,
THEIR AUDIENCE IN ROYAL
'K in Chicago
at least '1'he winter has
MANNER
:i'An imiiQiin1?v. nilM tht fliprmnmofpp
-- n
A laugh every minute1 and plenty of
January 28 recording 60
There has been practically no snow minutes, the Elks'' committee in
throughout the months of December charge, of the minstrel show says will
ird January. According to the Bul- be the main feature pf the perform
letin of the Chicago Department of ance tomorrow night. This remains
Health, there has zeen for the eight to be seen, but indications are that
weeks ending January 24 a reduction the show will be up to the dot If
of 29.6 per cent in the penumonia the prospective purchaser of a ticket
death rate as compared with, the will consider for one minute the pos
Average of a like period for the pre sible appearance of come of tho. most
vious five years, 23.3 per cent in in prominent Kike in the city on the.
fluenza and 7.8 per cent in the rate stage at the Duncan opera house tolor tuberculosis. There have likewise morrow night in the costume of a
Jteen reductions of measles, which negro or delineating some other char
lrcpped 82 per cent; scarlet fever, 54 acter, and can imagine the humorous
not
per cent; diphtheria, 24.2 per cent., aspect of their stunts, he will
and whooping cough, 18. 2 per cent. linger long before Investing.
Last night's rehearsal brought
The Bulletin accounts for this by th6
opportunity given by the mild weather forth the fact that the cast is ready
"tor out door living and better ventila- to produce the goods. All the feattion in living quarters. It is estimat- ures and specialties are prepared,
ed that in the diseases named there and it will be a show worth twice the
has been a saving of 515 lives during cost of admission, In the opinion of
the sis weeks of December and Janu- many.
One
ary for which the comparison was The finale eketch closing Act
should be one of the decidedly inter
made.
!;IF'J?r esting features..,, JThis consists of a
O
': short performance under the title of
t
This
SAXITAHY SUPERVISION OP 'The
Trovatore."
A FLOOD RELIEF EXPEshould be excellent as the title of
DITION
the sketch dignifies that it will be
for this
dramatic. The characters
It has been eald that an army sketch are as follows: Maurico, .the
marches on its stomach. A modern troubadour. Simon Bacharach; sentry,
,
addition to this adage would be that Charles Trumbull; servant to count,
its effectiveness depends on the Manuel Henrlquez; Leonora, sweethealth of its units. Industrial organ heart to. Maurico, Charles O'Malley.
izations, likewise, are learning that This cast shows that the play will be
attention to sanitation and the care well acted and the fitness- of the char- of the health of the individual worker acters to their parts is also worthy
is a first consideration for working of mention.
Another sketch that will add to e
efficiency. An illustration of the application of this principle la afforded attractiveness of the play is entitled
by a report to the general manager of Down In Dixie." This is given py .a
the Pennsylvania railroad by the su cast including a number of men, and
perintendent of an emergency relief will be humorous, according to the
expedition for repairing damage to nemetrators.
the railway In the tremendous floods
That the attendance will he large i
In western Pennsylvania, Ohio and now an assurred fact as practically all
Indiana in 1913. The floods caused the best scats In the opera house
the destruction of miles of tracks and have been reserved.
eeores of bridges, and railway traffic
The automobile parade that is to
was almost absolutely suspended In take ulace tomorrow afternoon at 4
the entire flood region. The enor o'clock will be a feature in connection
mous damage wrought to the Penn with the minstrel show that will be
pylvania lines is graphically described prtty. This parade will consist of
and Illustrated In a pamphlet Issued the automobiles of all the Elks handHeaded, ty the
by tbe Pennsylvania company. To somely decorated.
open tip the roads in the quickest pos-- band and the cast- for the minstrel
JM
time not only required all the show It will wind about the streets
resources at the command of those of the city. The cars are expected to
...
Involved, but also compelled them to present a pretty appearance.
accept the proffered assistance of
ofhor roads. The Long Island rail
Maine progressives will put a com.road sent a relict parly to the Penn plete state ticket In the field this
sylvania lilies wftt or piltabtirsfc
year.
'
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Best Rag Dancer
PERSECUTING THE JEWS
St. Petersburg, Feb. 19. The "black
Lady Toilet set, presented by
Bacharach
hundred" society is continuing its
Brothers;
gentleman
Framed picture, presented by Laa Ve- campaign against the Hebrews of
Kiev, in spite of the fact that its algas Undertaking company.
i
Best Negro Costume "
legation of "ritual murder" against
Lady Coffee percolator, presented the Jewish tailor Pashkoff has been
by L. W. Ilfeld; gentleman Framed disproved. ;'";
A Kiev newspaper supporting the
picture, presented ..by. Center Block
'
"black hundred" published an article
j
,.
.;
Pharmacy.
'Mm j throwing further euspicloin on the
.i ,
Tang Dance Best Cduple-Klo-ld
medals,' present- Jews, saying:
ed by R. J. Taupert, the Jeweler.
"Some invisible hand more terrible
than the American 'black hand' is
making our children tremble."
CALIFORNIA, D. A. R.
Los Angeles, Feb. 19. A large attendance marked the opening here
today of the annual state conference EIR. IIASSETT HAS
of the Daughterof tho American
Revolution5; Tb'evl8e3si6W will continue three Jv'days? 'yhe' reception of
UPSET THE DOPE
the visitors arid ,,varioua features of
social entertainment occupied the
opening! day. Indications point to the BY REFUSING TO PLEAD GU1LTV
election of Mrs. Maynard. Force ThayTO GRAFT CHARGE HE
er of Pasadena to the office of the
CAUSED SURPRISE
,
state regent in succession to Mrs. I.
N. Chapman of Alameda.
New York, Feb. 19. Thomas Has-seta prominent Tammany politician.
refuted rumors that he would
today
ROAD TO
plead guilty to an indictment growing
out of District Attorney Whitman's
FACE graft investigations, and demurred to
HAVE
the Indictment ou technicalities. It
had been persistently reported that
HIGHWAY
COMMISSION
DETERhe would aid the prosecution. Has-seMINES UPON AN ADDITIONAL
formerly was secretary to John
IMPROVEMENT
A. Bensel, state engineer, and prior
to this secretary to the New York
Arrangements have been completed
City board of water supply during the
by the road commission for the final period when the Catskill aqueduct
completion of the rejuvenated Las contracts were
awarded, and , Bensel
road by the use of
was a member of the board.
gravel. This work has already been
The indictment charges him with
started and will be completed in the
attempting grand larceny In trying to
space of a few weeks.
persuade Anthony C. Douglass,. form
The use of gravel has proved to be er
mayor of Niagara Falls, that he
ope of the most successful of road could obtain the Hudson river syphon
repairing methods and is practically contract on he Catskill aquedutt
necessary in maintaining a roadway work
by making a political contribuin its proper shape. The entire surtion of $50,000 through Hassett.
face of each road being repaired Is
graveled and after rolling and scrap
ACCUSED OF PERJURY
ing takes on a character that Is al
Feb. 19. Selection of a
Chicago,
most equal to a macadam roaa.
4
Miss Aileen Heppner, acto
try
jury
The work on the Romeroville-La- s
cused of perjury In connection with
Vegas highway is considered by roadshe gave In the alienamen who have visited this stretch as the testimony
tion suit brought against Clarence S.
an excellent accomplishment.
The
John C. Henuing, was begun
road has been placed in such a shape Funk by
in the criminal court today. Motion
that when the spring rains come It
to quash the indictment was denied by
will remain in good condition and also
McDonald. s Henning accused
drain quickly, assuring the tourists Judge
then general manager of the
and residents of the county easy trav Funk,
International Harvester company, of
eling.
alienating Mrs. Ilenning's affections,
and Miss Heppner, a manicurist, was
a witness for the plaintiff.
;

-

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New

19, 1914.

PRIZES FOS

THE FIREMEN'S BALI
E.

MAKE IT WORTH
ROMEROS
WHILE FOR PEOPLE TO SECURE FINE COSTUMES

The list of prizes given below, shows
that this feature of the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company's masquerade
The
bait will be the best possible.
variety of prizes is lnrt:e, while th?
quality is guaranteed by those who
donated them. The list is as follows:
King Calling cards, presented by
The Optic Publishing company; one
dozen photos, presented by Shumate's
Studio.
Queen Bouquet flowers, presented
by Porry Onion; one dozen photos,
'

presented by J. L. Tooker.
Handsomest Costume
Lady first prize, White Ostrich
Plume Poa, presented by Strass Bon
net Shop; second prize, one pair
shoes, presented by Romero Mercantile company.
Gentleman First prize, Nickel Plat
ed Shaving set, presented by Winters
Drug company; second prize, Pair
Dent's Kid Gloves, presented by Palace Clothing company.
Most (Handsome Costume
Lady First prize, One' De Luxe
Toilet set, presented by E. Rosenwald
and Son; second prtae, one imported
table cover, presented by Obaido

Ma-Ioo- f.

t,

ROftlEiELE

ABJAVL

tt
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The German
have severely

newspapers recently
criticised Admiral
DeweB book, demanding that the
German government issue an authoritative statement regarding the "Ma""'
nila legends."
t

Admiral Dew Sy in relating the incident in Manila Bay, says it arose
through Admiral Delrderich's disinclination to observe the rules of the
blockade established''' by Oie Ameri
cans, one of which'' insisted thatneu-tra-l
warships entering the' bay Should
report 'to the Americans.? the German vessel Cormoran' disobeyed the
rule, but a shot fired across her bow
had the desired effect. Explanations
followed the next day and there was
no further interference in the
;

When Talking
of Service

:

you should not forget the
expense and care we have
taken to give you here at
home one of the most
complete shops in the

NEY YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb. 19. A strong un-

dertone characterized 'the morning
trading, but the volume of business
was small and advances did not reach
striking proportions. Assurances from
Washington that the railroad freight
case would be decided before the sum
mer holidays put the railroad shares
on a stronger basis. Short covering
and a moderate amount of outside
buying operated In favor of higher
prices. 'Movements were limited to
fractional Saljs in most cases, although some of the specialties made
more extended advances. Bonds were
,: ;
steady.
Foreign operators took advantage of
the Improvement in the market to
sell about 5,000 shares.
The market was also affected by
the weakness of some Industrial
stocks. Prices worked back to about
where they closed yesterday, or below.
Beet Sugar declined 2M and Case preferred, 4 points.
The market closed steady. Prices
drifted idly In the late dealings and
the level was not essntially changed.
Rock Island shares were offered down
steadily. The preferred established a
new low figure at
The last sales:
77
Amalgamated Copper
106
Sugar
97
Atchison
1G7
Reading
98
Southern Pacific
..162
Union Pacific
66
United States Steel.,
110
United States Steel, pfd..

9.

somewhat to our
pride in our establishment;, also the desire to
grow in your patronage.
You profit by our expedience and we save yon
tlmie ''over sending your
optical work away. GIVE

'

:

f

US A TRIAL.

Taupert
Manufacturing Optician
market

of shipment
demand. The
which opened a sixteenth to

down,
reacted a little, though not in a lasting manner. The close was unchangto
ed
cent under last night
Oats eased off with other grain.
What support there was came only
after a decline.
of
Heaviness, due to a setback
prices of the yards, lormed the rule
in provisions. The market averaged
from a shade to 5 cents lower.
The
close:
Wheat, May 94; July 89.'
Corn, May 65; July 65.
Oats,' May 39; July 39.
Pork, May $21.70.
Lard, May $10.80; July $11.
Ribs, May $11.52; July $11.67.

KANSAS CITY LiVE STOCK
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRABE
Kansas City, Feb. 19. Hogs, reChicago, Feb. 19. Declining prices
rARE TO BE MADE
at Liverpool had a bearish effect to- ceipts 6,000.- - Market steady. Bulk
day on the wheat market here, al- $8,408.70; heavy $8.558.70; packMOVED
CASTILLO IS
though the weakness abroad was due ers and butchers $8.50 8. 70; lights
UP
largely to flattering reports from this $S.358.60; pigs $7.508.10.
side regarding the condition of the
Cattle, receipts 2,000. Market steaUNDER HEAVY GUARD winter crop. Kansas dispatches tell- dy. Prime fed steers $8.509.25:
ELKS WILL GIVE GRAND STREET
PAGEANT TOMORROW
ing of danger from a freeze after a dressed beef steers $7. 258. 40; westAFTERNOON
thaw acted as a steadying influence. ern steers $78. 40; southern steers
MEXICAN BANDIT IS TAKEN FROM Prices started a shade to
lower and $5.507.75; cows $4.407.50; heifHACHITA, N. M., TO EL
The Elks' Minstrel parade, which
then rallied, but afterwards fell again. ers $6.759; stockers and feeders
PASO BY CAPTORS
will take place tomorrow afternoon
The close was easy at a shade lower $6.257.60; bulls $67.50; calves
'
4
to! a like amount up, compared with $6.5010.5O.
at
o'clock, starting from the Elks'
"
Hachita, N. M, Feb. 19. Maximo last
club and making a trip over the enSheep, receipts 8,000. Market steady
night
ban" In corn, the majority of traders to 10 cents higher. Lambs
tire city, promises to be one of the Castillo, the captured Mexican
$77.50;
and those taken with him, will were inclined to
the selling side. yearlings $86.75; wethers $5.25.
press
prettiest pageants event attempted in dit,
a separate coach and
this city at short notice. It will con- be placed in
Attention centered against' lightness 5.75; ewes $4.805.50.
to El Paso by the train which
taken
automobiles
sist of all
in the city
2:20 o'clock this
to Elks, all decorated attrac-t'iyel- y arrives there at
afternoon.
with the colors of the order,
It was planned at first to board a
purple and white.
local
train which would have reached
The first automobile will carry a
but it was
band which will furnish music of a that city this morning,
deemed wiser not to risk the night
ragtime nature. The second will car- run
and the numerous local stops.
ry the committee in charge of the There were rumors that .an attempt
Ellis' minstrel show, with Mr. Jack
v
might be made by Castillo's friends
MoGreevy, the Interlocutor. The next
these were
car will carry the end men, while to hold up the train, but
not taken seriously.
the next will carry all those composing the circle. All other cars will

OF'MOHOBILES

'

.

g

K.3

Gentleman First prize, one umbrel- lya,' presented by M. Greenberger; sec
ond prize, one framed picture, present
ed by J. C. Johnsen, and Son.
;
Best Acted Character
Fifty Followers Caught
Sliver Mesh carry Elks and their families.
Lady First prize,
El Paso, Tex., Feb. lSy-- tA special to
hand ;bajj, presented by E. G. Mur- The parade promises to be long and
Times-toda- y
saya: that :50 former
pheyjjjl'joJidjiyfcfi Automobile veil, pretty, and will be witnessed by nearly the
Maximo
Castillo "were
Celfers
folllowers
of
comGoods
by
Dry
presented
everbody.
last
night by a detachment
captured
pany.
of Villa's troops under Major Miguel
Gentleman First prize, one Delft
Samanlego, who has been in pursuit
Tobacco Jar, presented by Bally's Cu
INCENDIARIES
of the bandits since the Cumbre tunrio Store; second prize, one box cignel disaster. The special adds that
ars, presented by The IjObby.
FIRED HIS BUILDINGS as Villa gave orders when the purMost Appropriate Costume
suit was ordered to shoot all such
Lady First prize, one pain Peters'
Celebrated Diamond shoes, presented FRANK HEMPSTEAD OF THE HOT prisoners, it 13 probable that all are
'
dead.
by Ml. Danziger and Company; secSPRINGS SAYS HE WILL
TSacKed"
ond prize, Ivory
Hand MirINVESTIGATE
,
ror, presented by Red Cross' "Drug
'"
ARE ANGRY
' J''p1"?-;- '
company.
After suffering the loss of his home GEilANS
one box In- and another "building
Gentleman First' ,
by fire at' the
terwoven Socks', presented by E. Ro- Hot Springs, Frank Hempstead is' of
DEWEY'S STORV
senwald and Son;' second prize, one the opinion that he is a victim of a
box ""cigars, " presented by" Charles fire bug. Mr. Hempstead visited Las
Greenclay.
Vegas this morning and stated that be OBJECT TO RECITAL OF EVENTS
Most Ludicrous Costume
IN MANILA BAY DURING
believes that enemies started the fires
LATE WAR
Lady First prize, Thermos bottle, with the intention of ruining him.
Mr. Hempstead suffered first by
presented ty Rosenthal Furniture
company; second prize. Dresser clock, the burning of a' Duildtiik, formerly a
Berlin, Feb. 19. A sharp attack on
presented by Ike Davis,
jewelry etore, 'opOBiie the Monte- Admiral Dewey in regard to the stateGeDtleman
First prize, Dress Shirt, zuma hotel, about four weeks ago. ments made in his autobiography conpresented by Joseph Taiehert; second Not discovering any clew as to the cerning the German fleet at Manila
war in
prize, ibox cigars, presented by V. origin of the fire, he supposed that it during the Spanish-America- n
Trader.
started from the hands of a fire bug. 1898 was made in parliament today
'
Prize Waltr
A week ago Friday tne residence by Matthias
Ersberger, one of the
waltzer-Electr- ie
Toaster, of Mr. Hempstead was burned to the leaders of the clerical party. He said
Lady best
presented by Las Vegas Light and ground. This place was located on the 'statement of Admiral Dewey had
Power
company; gentleman best the west side of the Santa Fe branch excited the greatest amazement In
waltzer Navajo blanket, presented by tracks. He thinks the building Vas Germany.
Admiral Von TIrpitz, German minCharles Ilfeld company.
set afire.
Best Juvenile Character
Mr. Hempstead says lie 'wili ,Dave ister of marine, In replying, said he
The understood Admiral Dewey would isGirl under 14 yearsBox candy, further investigations made.
oresented ty Potter Candy company; total loss experienced by him amount- sue shortly an explanation showing
Dier- boy under 14 years Box candy, pre ed to several hundred dollars for the that the conduct of Admiral Von
'derlck3, the German commander, and
sented by Potter, Candy company.two fires, he says.
i

his subordinates had been absolutely

correct
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Stetson.

man young enoiib" tor
TO every
the tonic , ofvSprlnV-'Ve:
simply want to say'
The hew S p'ri n;g Stetson, are!
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here, ready for your selection!
You; know; what that means in
this store;

Representative assortments full
range of sizes' variety of models
and a striking display of the new
Spring style features. Come see them.
t

.

"THB

STOHEI'CSF QUALITY

.LA$VCGAS

Mr

PAILY gpTIC'

A.AS VEGK

PERSONALS
Mrs. Ollle Shearer, midwife, Hotel
Romaiae. Adv.
J. F Corrin of Kansas City, was a
.business visitor here today.
A. R. Tuppa of Denver, came in
.last night for a brief business visit.
J. Shoemaker of Buena Vista came
in last night for a snort business vi'Sitj
Father M. Olier of,Watrous came
:ln last night for a few days' business
"visit here.
J. E. Powers of Santa Fe came in
last night and wijpjje a business visitor here for a short time.
A. T. Tupper, representative for the
Beatrice Creamery company of Denver, was a business visitor here today.
W. D. McLeish, general passenger
agent for the Lehigh Valley Railway
Company, was a business visitor here
"
''yesterday.
S. A. Taylor, proprietor of a general merchandise store at Nolan, N.
M., came in last night for a short business visit.
,D. Montgomery, representative for
the Goodrich Tire company, was a
business visitor here from Pittsburgh,
Pa., today.
Tim. O'Leary, chief special officer
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
was a business visitor here today
'

"

John Condon, accompanied by his
BISHOP TO WED
brother Leo, came in this morning
Feb. 19. The
Wash.,
Spokane,
from. Rociada for a short business Right Rev. Lemuel
rt. Wells, for
visit.
more than 20 years bishop of the EpisC. C. Cunningham of Springer was copal diocese of Spokane, has ana buainess visitor here today. He nounced here his engagement to Mrs.
shipped two cars of cattle to his Andrew H. Smith of New York City.
ranch this morning.
The wedding is to tane place in May
F. R. ConneL jnaniger of the Cali- in New Y.ork. The bride-o-be- ,
a wifornia tourist business for tbe Santa dow, is a member of a- wealthy Ne
Fe-- Railway company, was a business York family.
..
visitor in Las Vegas today.
Bishop Wells, whose first wife died
Mrs. Jiarny, Wi;,, Kelly, her daughter) 10 years ago, is 71 years old. He came
Miss Helen Kellyr and Mise Kathryn to Washington more than 40
years ago
Drake, left, this afternoon for Denver, and at the time of his appointment In
where, they will visit for a short time. 1892, to the Spokane (bishopric, he
District Attorney Charles W. O. was rector of Trinity church In TaWard, accompanied by Attorney O. A, coma,
...
Larrazolo, : left .. this afternoon for
Wagon Mound on a short business
:
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promptly and probably take up the
tolls question immediately thereafter.
Mr. Kern said the president had
international
told him of various
phases of the question which were not
before the senate when the Panama
canal act was passed.
House leaders, it was announced to
day, desire some announcement' or
message to congress by the president
before reversing themselves on th
tolls question so as to be able to make
clear to their constituents that inter
national circumstances had arisen re
auiring a change.
President Wilson expects ships to
be passing through the Panama canal
this coming fall and much before the
formal opening In January. He let it
be known today that for that reason
he had every reason to be confident
that congress would repeal .the exemp
tion clause of the Panama law.
declared that it
The president
seemed to be the universal view of
European countries that the United
e
States was breaking the
forte treatly by the exemption in rthe
present Panama canal act, though no
official views to that effect had been
nresented during his administration
He reiterated that the United States
was in honor bound to obey the spirit
of the treaty, and denied that his in
sistence for a repeal was in any way
aimed to "placate" Great Britain.
The president remarked that there
was no necessity of "placating" Great
Britain, as Great Britain was not m
the mood to require it, being on the
the United
frionriHfiftt. terms with
States.
The president again stated that he
would not send any message to con
gress on the question. He said there
would be no serious opposition to the
repeal in congress.
Hay-Paunc-
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CLAIRVOYANT IS ARRESTED
Rockford. 111.. Feb. 19. Mrs. Mar
guerite Mulroy Snyder, a clairvoyant
whose claim of heritage In the estate
of John W. Roberts, a wealthy recluse
of the state of ' Washington, was

If

thrown out bit, the probate court at
here
Tacoma, Wash., was arrested
Mrs.
out
sworn
by
warrant
on
a
today
Catherine Rossitter of Broadhead,
Wis., a sister of the deceased hermit
and a recognized heir. : The warrant
charges crihilnal conspiracy.

('if

f
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'

Japan
OPfashfiiMbFct).'
ese phase of Asiatic Immigration
antir&fy--' avbided' today by Commissioner General Caminnetti when he
testified before a house committee
urging immediate legislation to restrict Hindu Immigrants.
'The department has so far consl- ered the Asiatic exclusion question
aoleJyias.it relates to Hindus," said
the commissioner. "Their exclusion
be an emergency mat
ter. The? department requests .that
legislation at this time be confined
to the Hindus only."
19.-T-

Better cookies, cake
and biscuits, too. All
as iiffht. fluflv. tender
J

j
I

and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as whole- eome. For purer Baking Pow- dur than Calumet cannot be had

at

any price.

j

RECEIVES

Ton Jsa't

HIGHEST AWA1B--

an bcht wi r

"

he

.

KAISER A MATCH MAKER
Vienna, Feb. 19. The Niue Frie

Ask your grocer.

j

;

.

QUESTION" EVADED

bur iWsb w

Presse announces that the marriage
of Crown Prince George of Greece and
Princess Elizabeth of Roumanla will
be celebrated at Athens on May 21,
n the presence of the German emperor, who arranged the match,

POLITICS

AND POLITICIANS

Former Congressman Theobald
is a candidate for the nomination
for mayor of Milwaukee.
Former Mayor Phelan of San Francisco has announced his candidacy
for the democratic
nomination for
United States senator.
Six candidates thu? far have announced their intention of going on
the democratic primary ballot for
United States senator from Illinois.
Senator Robert L. Owen of Oklahoma is a direct descendant of a famous chief of the Cherokee tribe of
Indians.
Congressman Samuel W. Smith of
Senator Goff of
Michigan suggests
West Virginia for the republican
nomination for president in 1916.
Colonel Frederick Hale, son of former United States Senator Eugene
Bale, is a candidate for the republican congressional nomination in the
First Maine district.
George Ade, the noted author and
playwright, Is being urged to enter
the race for the seat of United States
Senator Shively of Indiana. Ade Is $
'
progressive.
Chester H. Rowell, aj well known
newspaper publisher of Fresno, Cal.,
has announced his candidacy for the
United States senate unfler the progressive! banner.
In the primary election to be held
in Arkansas next month United States
Senator James P. Clarke will be opposed for
by Associate Justice W. F. Kirby.
"General" Jacob S. Coxey, who led
thfiarmy oC unemployed, to Washing-t"6i- l
(en iyeUrS ago,, has announced his
Candidacy for governor of Ohio on the
socialist ticket.
John J. Lentz, formerly a well
known member of congress, wants to
be the democratic nominee for the
United States senate to succeed Theodore E. Burton of Ohio.
Minnesota republicans who are op
posed to the renomlnatlon of Govern
or Eberhardt will hold a state-widconference in Minneapolis next month
to agree on atv opposition candidate!
It is rumored that William Randolph
Hearst plans to establish, a residence
in Arizona yitb. ,the"intention of be
coming 'tf candidate ; for; the United
States senate to succeed Mark Smfth.
Carl H. Keller, who recently suc
ceeded Brand Whitrock as mayor, of
Toledo, is being boomed by his friends
for the republican nomination for governor of Ohio in the primaries next
summer.
Ot-je- n
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WITH THE BOXERS

i

Deposits
Loans .
Total Resources

together

for a

WISCONSIN-ILLINOI-

fight
S

LEAGUE

,

Madison, Wis., Feb. 19. Club. owners and officials of the Wisconsin-I- l
linois baseball league gathered here
today to agree upon a ecnedule and
complete other arrangements for the
coming season. The principal matter
to be settled is the disposition of the
franchise held by Charles P. Moll,
whose club opened last season In Mil
waukee and later .was transferred to
Fond du Lac. Marinette and Menominee are applicants for the franchise.
WATSON AND ANDERSON READY
San Francisco, Feb. 19. The Humboldt' club has arranged a promising
card, for Its boxing show to fee,
.given-tomorro-

"The main event will
bring together "Bud" Anderson and
contest.
'Red" Watson for a
The fighters will weigh In at 130
pounds at.B.p'clock. Both are reported today to be in excellent condition
for thai go.
, r
nigtet.

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Britton vs. Jack O'Brien, 10
rounds at New York.
"One Bound' IIogs.ii vs. Johnny
Lore, 10 rounds at New York.
"Knockout" Sweeney vs. Phil Crews,
10 rounds at New York.

Jack

Richard L. Metcalfe, governor of
the Panama canal zone and for many
years the business manager for William J. Bryan, is expected to fee a
candidate for congress ia ilia First
Nebraska district
.

V!

!

f 184,157.18; Increase

75 per cent
70 per cent
47 per cent

261,374.87; Increase
219,225.19; Increase

'X:

i

'I
:

SECURITY

I

Personal supervision Executive Board, weekly meetings. Sigmnd Nahm, Bernhardt
Appel, Geo. II.
Hunker, Geo. E. Morrison, Charles Danziger, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris.
Examination by State Banking Auditor.
' :. dependent examination by special Banking1 Auditor employed by IW'rtirectqrsl

condition
bad or

Progressive, Clean, Up to Date. No

"

jsr

questionable paper. No Overdrafts, no Real Estate.

VERDICT OF OUR CUSTOMERS
Courteous treatment, efficient and prompt application of banking
"
Reasonable loans. Reasonable rates.

s

l

principles, Reliable information.
-

,

lr

4

per cent

paid on Savings and Time Deposits and 2 per cent on Checking Accounts.

iiioiiiii; wins

SANTA FE,
3 '''AND
ll it
Ri&TURN

THE SECOND
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SERIES

r,

191

Feb. 12,

$105,063.23
154,633.61
217,723.06

BOX-BAL-

February 23 has been selected as
the date for the Leo Houck-Wrilli- e
Meehan bout at San Francisco. Followers of the boxing game" In
Texas will make an effort to have a
new boxing law passed in that state.
Manager Aleck McLean hopes to
sign up Gilbert Gallant for another
match in San Francisco this month.
Eddie Campi, the Los Angeles box-oeis to puit the bantamweight
ranks as he can no longer make the
'
weight in good condition.
Scranton
the
whale,
George Chip,
will start another boxing campaign
February 24. On that date he Is to
tackle Gus Christie in Pittsburgh.
Freddie Welsh, lightweight cham.
pion of England, has picked up con
siderable money since his last arrival
'
on Vhis side of' tfie big pond.
Arthur Pelky and Fritz Holland have
been signed by Promoter Howe of Australia to box for him in the Antipodes.
Jim Corbett, former champion heavy
weight, has taken up court tennis for
exercise. Jim has picked out a strenuous game.
Jimmy Johnson, the New York manager, Is directing the affairs of 16
pugilists. Some of them, are fighters.
Champion Johnny Kilbane says he
can, make 118 pounds and be right for
a battle. Let's see you do it, John.
Packey McFarland wants to be reinstated in .the good graces of the Wisconsin boxing commission.
Vhy?
They still allow him to go in and see
a fight.
Sid Smith haying outgrown the flyweight class will tackle Alf Wye, the
bantamweight, at Dick Burge's club
in London next week.
Tommy Ryan, w.ho is promoting
bouts in Syracuse, Is trying to bring
Packey McFarland and "Kid" Alberts

enn An

Growth
Feb. 12, 1913

DEFEATS THE Y. M. C. A. TEAM
LAST NIGHT IN THE

!

Eight of the nine renowned paint
ers, engaged to produce the mural
decorations for the Panama-Pacifi- c
International exposition are busily en
gaged setting up their canvases In an
improvised studio in the huge palace
of machinery. The artists are Edward
Simmons, Frank LouMond, William I.
Dodge, E. Milton Bancroft, Robert
Reld. Charles Halloway, Child Tlas- sam and Arthur Matthews. Frank
Brangwyn, the ninth painter, is in
London and is not expected here until October, when he will come with
finished canvases.

1114,220.00

CONTEST
'

1912

,- Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits.
Dividend Paid January 1st, 5)14- -

ffMing

tai.'

BODY FOUND PACKED
Fruita, Colo., Feb. 19 The body of
a manf forced into a packing box barely 'large' "enotfgll to hold it, was
"t'oiiay'by A. B. Timmerman,
an undertaker, while opening a grave
to remove two caskets supposed to
contain the bodies of infants. The

D. C. Duel, postmaster at Lu Cueva canal act in conferences today with coroner was notified. The belief was
Senaand manager of the La Cueva Land congressmen. He talked with
that the man was slain
who said expressed
tor
leader,
majority
Kern,
a
a year ago. The authorities
about
company, returned last night from
afterward that the senate first would have found no
several weeks' trip to Havana.
clue to his identity.
treaties
dispose of the arbitration
Hart arrived in Las

Vegas
George
1oday from Sand Creek, Okla., and will
be a business visitor for a short time.
He is interested in lands near here.
Howell Earnest, state traveling auditor and bank examiner, came in last
night from Santa Fe for a short business visit in Las Vegas. He left today.

J
weeks in arrears
With the
lest the land- Sonbbler
,
fccati
of hU
lady should hear tftv
kon,
heart and caH for
B0Und
a8
ently there reached ht
of fierce words, as of t
SrrIhWer
gether in deadly argume.
n
w
became aware that Mr.
mtWw
Slumpkins were engaged
ing one of their domestic
pn
At length there came a light
the door.
Scribbler looked toward the wlndiV
as a possible iTqnue of escape. How
could make up his
ever, before,,
mind to try the ralnapout joute the
and first
door opened cautiously,
Slumpkins' bald head appeared and
then the rest of him crept Blowly In.
In a whispei' he advised Scribbler
not to pay Mrs. Slumpkins, insomuch
as she was not the head of the house.
Scribbler acquiesced and Slumpkins
disappeared.
A little later another rap on the
door, this time more insistent, caused
Scribbler to look up. It was Mrs.
Slumpkins.
"Say, don't pay my old man any
He won't do
money, Mr. Scribbler.
nothing but drink it up. This morning
I had to let him know who runs this
house.
We ain't speaking to each
other now."
Again Scribbler acquiesced.
That was six months ago. They
haven't spoken to each other yet, and
Scribbler goes on his way rejoicing,
Puzzle question: What will be the
first question they ask when they
start speaking again? Satire.

;

M.

BEGAN BUSINESS, OCTOBER,

the Breakino Morn.

8ur

participation in the Panama-Pacifi- c
ness for a short time.
Governor W. C. McDonald passed exposition at San Francisco in 1915.
The petition dwells on the moder
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
his way to the capital from Washing- ateness of the expenditure involved,
ton, D. C, where he has been on of- compared with the great harm which
ficial business for the past two would result from the deterioration of
'
the good relations existing between
week's)
Great Britain and the United States.
A memorial to the same effect signed
WILSON WORKING FOR by 300 members of the house of commons is ready for presentation to the
THE TOLLS REPEAL premier.

rrs.

PEOPLES BANK:M TRUST

Had 8mlled on Scrlb-- .
Day of Reckoning Wu' j

'

,;; .,V;.'..r--

Sommers, passenger agent
HOLDS
FREQUENT
for the Chicago & Alton Railway com- PRESIDENT
CONFERENCES WITH CON
pany, was a business visitor in Las
GRESSMEN
Vegas today.
William Balfour, an auditor for the
19
President
Santa Fe Railway company, came in Washington. Feb.
for repeal of
Wilson
further
pressed
a
for
from
last night
Albuquerque
the exemption clause of the Panama
business visit.
T.

19, 1914.

THAT COULD NOT LAST

Dv

DOYLE'S KINDLY WORO
London, Feb. 19. Sir Arthur Conan
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, assistant
solicitor for tbe Santa Fe Railway Doyle today forwarded to Premier
company, left this afternoon for San- Asquith a petition signed by prominta Fe, where he will be on legal busi- ent British authors urging British
'.

ViS

FEBRUARY

iddess

.

fronPueblo.
'

K

THURSDAY,

Annual Reunion Scottish Rite of New

In the second series of boxball
games by telegraph the St. George,
Kansas, team, beat the Y. M. C. A.
last night by 145 pins, thus cutting
Tickets on
down the local boys' lead to 419. The
Kansas boys rolled tne big score of
2,962 against the Y. M. C. A.'s 2,817.
Things must have picked up in old
Kansas last night because their score
was just 31 pins higher than the big
one of 2,931 rolled riday night by
Las Vegas.
w,::.T,.,M-;.a- .
The local team fell down last night
in its rolling. Smith and Lenoir were
the only ones to boost their averages, j
while Hanson, Ungaro and Winters
all went back a few notches. Despite
this falling down, however, Hanson
managed to tear off a 233 score and
averaged over 200 for the three
games.
It is planned to, have a ladies' box-ba- ll
match by telegraph In the near
future with the Kansas rollers.
Las Vegas, total 2,817.

Mexico, February

23-25-

1914

h.

sale February 21, 22, and 23, 1914.
return limit February 28th. 1911

Final

ATCHELOR
-- AGENT-

1L

1

.,

r

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGON

St. George,

2,962.

The scores are as follows:
204
.233
Hanson
192
.204
LeNolr
210
.176
Ungaro
169
.171
Winters
203
.178
Smith . .

183
206
153
166

978

877

9C2

109
i

Las Vegas Averages
LeNolr, 196; UnHanson, 213
Smith,
garo, 195; Winters, 183
1--

170

1--

Standing of Teams
Total Pins

Laa, Vegas

--

.5748
5329

St. George

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

SCHOOL

KIJIL-IIIG- O

COMBI?iATiOfl FORCED
OF FIRST AND
TEAM
GIRLS'
BOYS' TEAM OF SECOND GO
TO ALBUQUERQUE

.This afternoon on train No. 7 the
girls' team of the New Mexico Normal
University and the boys' team of the
High school, accompanied by Miss
Pearl Hutchison and Superintendent
and Mrs. Rufus Mead, left' for Albuquerque, where they will play against
the two teams of the Albuquerque
Business College 'tomorrow night, j
school combinaThis Normal-Hig- h
tion was arranged, on account of the
fact that the New Mexico Normal' Uni-- '
versity boys' team was not considered
strong enough to go against the Busl-nes- a
College team, while the High
school squad is expected easily to defeat the Duke Cltians. The High
school boys' team i the fastest in the
city in Its clafts and holds the city
championship In the scholastic class.
The boys expect to win from the Business College and thus add laurels to
their crown.
The Normal girls team is the best
girls' aggregation In Las Venras and
should give the girls' team of the Business College a fast game. The Normals defeated the High school here
and also bested the eirts team at
Santa Fe, losing the game because of
an Incompetent official, and should
give the Business College girls a beat-
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1 VEQAS DAILY OPTIC,
NOTICE OF SALE

i

the District Court for tlie Fourth
Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico Bitting in and for the
County o San Miguel.
"Territory of New Mexico, riuiutiff.
No. 6736
vs.
JThomas B. Catron, Charles C. Catron, Julius Day, and the Unkown
Owners of the Antonio Ortia
land Grant and the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant, Defendants.
Notice is hereby given that I, the
randersigned Sheriff of Saa Miguel
"County of the State of New Mexico,
mnder and by virtue of an order of
court bearing date November 30th, A.
D., 1911, made and entered in cause
sMo. 6736 on the docket of the District
kurt for the county aforesaid, where
in the Territory of New Mexico is the
Flaintiff and Thomas B. Catron,
Charles C. Catron, Julius Day, and
he unknown owners of the Antonio
Ortiz Land Grant and the Antonio Or-- i
Js Land Grant are the defendants, and
said order of Court commanded me
among other things to sell the Antonio Ortia Land Grant, being the land
and real estate hereinafter described,
in order to satisfy the Judgments rendered in the above entitled cause, one
of said judgments being for the sum,
of $2,500.00 and costs, and the other
judgment being for the sum of
$1,000.00 and costs and whereas by
virtue of said order of Court and two
certain writs of execution Issued out
of the District Court of said County
in cause No. 6736, on the docket of
jaid Court, wherein the Territory of
New Mexico is the plaintiff, and
Thomas B. Catron, Charles C. Catron,
Sulius Day and the unknown owners
of the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant and
the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant are defendants, in an action for the collec
tion of taxes due and owing to the
plaintiff, the then Territory of New
Mexico, (now state of New Mexico)
Tor the years 1904 to 1908 inclnsive,
and the year og 1909 and 1910
t

in
which said
cause
inclusive,
judgment was rendered on the
30th
day of November, A. D.
1911, for the sum of f 2,500.00 and
costs for the years 1904 to 1908 inclusive and a judgment was rendered
on same date in said cause for the
sum of $1,000.00 and costs for the
years 1909 and 1910 inclusive, have
levied upon the following described
land and real estate situate, lying
and being in the County of San
Miguel of the State of New Mexico,
and better described and bounded as
that certain tract of
follows,
land known aa the Antonio Ortiz
Land Grant and said Land Grant beon
ing bounded aa follows,
the north by the Canyon Lauriano;
on the east by the Meslta. Las Conchas; on the west by the Canyon of
Aguilar and on the south by the Old
Road going to Las Conchas;
And that I will on Monday, the 30th
day of March, A. D. 1914 at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of said day, at the
east front door of the Court-hous- e
in
the Town of Las Vegas, Ban Miguel
County of the State of New Mexico,
expose for sale and sell to the highest bidder for cash the above described land and real estate, for the purpose of realizing the sum of $2,500.00
and costs and the further sum of
$1,000.00 and costs, together with all
costs of sale and all accruing costs,
the same being the amounts due on
said executions and judgments at the
dato of sale.
to-wi-t:

to-wi-t:

the act of Congress
June 20, 1910, hereby makes
tpplication for the within described
unappropriated, unreserved, and
publio land for the beueftt
of the University. Said lands being
situated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows,
by virtue of

SWfcSE

Sec.

Twp.

19

NE&NWV4

NESB4
8SW

Comprising a

Rng. Mer.

12N
12N
12N
12N

!--

29

N.M.
N.M.
N. M.

26E

250

25E
25E N.M.
total area of 200 acres.
30

33

wishing to protest
against selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection in this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
v
Register.
All persons

NOTICE

deceased, and all persons having
claims against the Estate of said Mary
Llnsener, deceased, will present th
same within the time prescribed by
law.
FRANK ROT.
Administrator.

New

13he

Bhe

OPTIC

D.

the

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN O RfcGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND HID

D. 1914.

MARGAR1TO ROMERO,
19

mm

Administrator.

26-5--

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure 1b taken internal
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building op the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith In Its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

i

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
A. M. Regular comio MeetB every Monday night f
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenaa at
in 8 o'clock.
Tnurs,lay
Visiting members are
6aCh month' Visiting diaMy welcome.
J. C. Wert, Pre
Drotner8 cordially jn. dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O, &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M, IL S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
'

COLUMN

aa

ifci-thlr-

NsTy

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

Petten, Secretary.
Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rg.
Estimate lx ordinary words to a line.
d Turn-- r
Ijrdar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
day in each month at Malines
All advertisement
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of word.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

cents per

Five

line

r;

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- vocation first Monday In

s:, each, month
remple

f'

lieving the constipation helps the
cold and stops the headache. Use
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A Whole bottle full for
25 cents, o. G. Schaeferand Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

at 7:80
w
u.

A. RrlnAtrar
o

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
, 4.

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L

SCOTIA LEGISLATURE
Halifax, N. S., Feb. 19. The Nova
NOVA

BARRED Rock eggs for hatching, 65
Scotia legislature assembled for its
cents per getting of 15. C. A. Mcregular session today and was opened
Millan, phone Olive 5572.
'
by Lieutenant Governor MacGregor,
with the military display and other FOR SALE White
Leghorn and Buff
ceremonies customary to the occasion.
Orpington eggs, 75c per setting.
A busy and interesting session is foreMrs. Ben Coles, 712 Grand avenue.
casted, though no measures of extraordinary importance are scheduled
to b0 brought up.

For Rent

East Bound
Arrive

at Masonic
p. m.
T . in
.t r

Blood, Secretary,

NOTICE

adresses

e

M.

sons having claims against the estate
of said Irenea D. de Romero, deceased
will present the same within the time
prescribed by law.
Dated this 16th day of February, A.

TO WHOM IT MAY CON.
CERN
Ohio.
Notice is hereby given to whom it ledo,
Sold by all 'druggists, 75c.
may concern that Frank Roy, the unTake Hall's Family Pills for constidersigned, was appointed on the 28th pation. Adv.
day of January A, D. 1914, AdminisColds, constipations and headache
trator of the Estate of Mary Llnsener,
are three common afflictions and re-

In the matter of the estate of Irenea
de Romero, deceased.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
interior may concern that Margarita Romero,
6"epartment of
the undersigned, was appointed on the
United States Land Office
Tucumcari, N. M., January 22, 1914. 16th day of February, A. p. 1914, adNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That ministrator of the estate of Irenea D.
'he State of New Mexico, under and de Romero, deceased and that all per- post-offic-

19, 1914.

$100 REWARD, $100

Description
of Tracts

TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Mexico.
Plaintiffs attorneys are Charles W. State of New Mexico, County of Sim
G. Ward and
Chester A. Hunker,
Miyuel, in the Probate Court

whose offices and
are Las Vegas, N.

FEBRUARY

to-wi-t:

ROMAN GALLEGOS.

Sheriff of San Miguel County,

THURSDAY,

A

Depart
P. No. 2.. . 7:20 p. m.. .. . 7:45 p. m,
r No. 4.. .11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m
j.
No. 8..
No. 10..

.

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1...
3..
7..
9..,

. 1:10
.
.
.

p.

Depart

m.....

6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:35 p- - m
6:40 a. m.
4:30 p. m,
7:00 p. a.

.

B.

P. O. ELKS Meet
second and
fourth Tuesday evening' of each
month Elk' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. w. Condon,
Secretary.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS

.

RENT Cottage in desirable KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate. W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
Phone Purple 5301.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers-manPresident; A. D. Tillman, Finanemployed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers, phone cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Purple 5301.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 .Sixth street,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with East Las Vegas, N. M.
board if desired. 710' Grand avenue.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second am
fourth Thursday
evening eact
r.TisGQliancouB
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
High Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn
Secretary
class general merchandise business.
I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
only store In locality; making
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
money. Owner must sell because of
other interests.
Address Store, day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at g o'clock V
Optic office.
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charl
MONUMENT CO Greenclay, Secretary.
'Albuquerque, N. AL
215 E. Central
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
'
23 Years Practical Experience.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl?
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS. Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on' the second and fourth Monday o'
Professional Health Culture for Ladle each month at 8
p. m. C. H. Stewart
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
v
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Local Deputy.
Visitint
Montague,
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manimembers are especially weleooe anr
cure, chiropody.
cordially invited.
FOR

1

2:30 a. m.
2:00 p. m.

.1:35

LODGE NO.

Meets every Mondav evnnW t
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
brethren cordiallv invito tn Off An A
J. Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers,
v.
i. m. EI wood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.

2:25 a. m
p. m
West Bound

.

FLOUR

,

SUBSCRIBE FOR

E

OPT

C

MB GET

0 MAGAZINE PRACTICALLY
f

J
J
'

1

i

f

:?

it;

Hotel

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

JV

m.

ATTOHNEY8
HUNKER & HUNKER

George A. Hunker. Chester

A.

Hank

Attorney-at-La-

Las Vegas,

KNIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. ' Visiting member
are cordially invited. Richard Devine;
G. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
doom 1, Center Block, Tel Main II
East Las esas. New Mexico

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS!
can be ob
tained in tills city from

9

.

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PBICES
lbs., or More, Each Dal very .M....M.M.Z0c
25e
Iba, to 2,000 lbs., Each Dallvary
200 Ibc, to 1,009 lbs. Each Dallvtry .M.w.w..-..39SO
. .....40o
lb, to 200 lbs., Each Dalivary
Less than 50 Iba, Each Delivery .M.M.M.Seo

2,000
1,000

.............

o

per 1EI !ba
ocr

10

par 1Sf
par 181 l&
ptr US ISi

AGUA PUDA COMPANY

BUYING TO 8AVE MONEY

Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Compound saves money because Just a
few doses stops the cough and cold
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and Inflamed surfaces, stops tickling throat, harsh
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

McClures

PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

New Mexl

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

The Rational Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

SILVER

Romalne

Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.

if

way when you
leam how Much

BeYerEMPRESS
FLOUR reclk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

JONES-BOWER-

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

Ik, 4

It 's eivins vou

a present fcr doing something
you 'd da uny

Harvesters, Btorera,' amd Distributor of Nataral Ice, Ua Parity
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made La Vesaa ramoaa.

K33

OFFICE 7S1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

'

Adv.

JERSEY TO WAR ON 'SKEETER
Atlantic City, N. J., Feb. 19. Governor Fielder and the county mosquito commissions of the state will
confer here tomorrow uu plans to
relegate the New Jersey mosquito to
the same shelf occupied by the fabled
The conference will last two
dodo.
which time plans will be
during
days,
campaign
perfected for a state-widagainst the dangerous pest. Dr. L.
O. Howard, head of the Smithsonian
Institution at Washington, win ad
dress the meeting.
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ANT Adi
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified d. aarea tat tha eol
thoss who MIGHT BWY laa partlouar

t

wis

mis

IS

da

ts wwrta

ifc

bM.

That prcparty yoa vaat to sail 9a WOXra KOlt t
was mds tts ads. la tfela awspapar aaa wal
your property nslm li vra rvertlsi kara.

vtumz?

arr

feasji

q

A heavy cold In the lungs that was
expected to cure Itself has been the
starting point in many cases of dis.
ease that ended fatally. The sensible
course is to take frequent doses of

Others, vao tmA m& fissar ads. la tua aavsiafar wail
t0D socks, aatmskll, csa Marla?
art anxlois
and furaltar, axtlelsa el as als.su al aay tart, tsia asasical p

and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 25c, GOe and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
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It checks the progress of the disorder
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WA8 VEGAS DAILY

PROCEEDINGS
(Continued Froin Yesterday.)

COMMISSIONERS'

costs and expenses necessary for tho
erection of said cesspools shall be asto the County of San
sessed one-haf
to the
Miguel, aiid the other
different parties who have property
connection with the court house sewer,
pro rata, according to the number of
connections, such pro rata payments
to be paid upon the completion of the
above improvement and such, arties
so benefited and using said sewer are
as follows,
Antonio Lucero, Manuel Martinez,
Salome Martinez, Fulgencio C. De
Baca, Margarito Romero, H. C. De
Baca, Orlando Smltn, Peter P. Mack-el- ,
Las Vegas Lumber Co., Buffalo
r
Hall, Romero Mercantile Co., M.
and company, Mrs. Fred Des
Marais, El Independiente Pub. Co., E.
Rosenwald & Son, E, Rosenwald,
Gonzales, Jose Pram, Obaldo
MaloOf, Charles IlfeJff Oo., and upon
failure of any. of the parties to. make
payment of their pro rata share as assessed to them respectively, their
place of business or residence shall
be disconnected from said sewer and
they shall be deprived from using the
lf

Saturday, June 7th, A. D. 1913.
The board niet pursuant to adjournment.
Present the same county commissioners, clerk, and Interpreter as of yesterday.
The record, of the proceedings of
yesterday read, approved and signed.
Tax Matters.
The board proceeded with the further consideration of all tax matters,
sitting as a board of equalization, and
such petitions and complaints pertaining thereto for the year 1913, and
prior thereto, and with the calling of
the precincts of the county In rotation,
BO that such tax matters may be presented In turn and order, and, also
with the examination and approval
f the tax schedules tor the said year
J913.

The board adjourned, upon motion,
until Monday morning at 10:00
o'clock.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO. Clerk.
Monday, June 9th, A. D. 1913.
The board met pursuant, to adjourn-

Attest:

ment.
Present the same county commissioners, clerk and interpreter as of
Saturday.
The record of Saturday's proceedings read, approved and signed.
Tax Matters.
The board proceeded with the further consideration of all tax matters,
sitting as a board of equalization, and
such petitions and complaints pertaining thereto, for the year 1913, and
prior thereto, and with the calling of
the precincts within the county in rotation, ,so that such taf matters may
.......
.
..
i
i
i
iue
jjieaeiueu iu iuiu uuu uiuei, aim
also with the examination and approval of the tax schedules for the said

one-hal-

t:

Dan-zige-

o

same.

Amendment Contract

Villanueva

bridge.

It appearing that it

will be neces

sary to amend the contract between
the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron
company and the county of San Mi
guel, for the construction of, a bridge
at Villanueva, in that said bridge can
not be completed within the time
agreed upon, and, therefore the first
payment to be mao-- by the county
to the said Missouri Valley Bridge &
Iron company upon said bridge will
necessarily be deferred, upon motion
duly carried the following resolution
and amendment to sard contract was
offered and approved in words and
figures as follows,
Whereas, by the terms of a certain
contract bearing date October 10th,
1912, made and entered into between
the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron
company and the board of county com
missioners of San Miguel County,
New Mexico, for the construction of a
bridge at Villanueva, San Miguel
County, New Mexico, among other
things it was provided that said
bridge was to be completed by the
1st day of July A. D. 1913, and that
50 per cent of the contract price of
said bridge was to be paid when the
bridge was completed, and tha remaining 50 per cent was to be paid on
or before the 1st day of August, A. D.

valuations upon properties set forth
therein, below what they should be,
upon motion duly carried.
It is ordered by the board that the
following valuations and acreage rela-tieto property described and set
forth in the schedules mentioned below. In the names or tho parties given, returned for the year 1913; be
changed and raised as directed and
shown herewith and the assessor of
San Miguel County is directed to take
due notice of said cnanges in makinf
up the tax rolls of the said county for
the present year. '
And further, that the below named
parties be advised or the above action
of this board and directed to appear
and show cause, if any they have, why
said valuations should not be raised
in accordance with this order on Mon
day afternoon, June 1C, 1913, at 2:00
o'clock and the clerk is directed to
give due notice hereof by delivering a
copy of this order in full to the county
assessor,
The Board of Trustees of the L. V.
Grant, acreage 12,950 raised to 20,000
acres.
,
Appel, Bros., $20,535.00 on mdse.
raised to $30,000.
Mr. Danziger 1 Co., $11,000.00 on
mdse. raised to $15,000.
Jose Frara, $1,725,00 on mdse,
raised to $2,500.
Bacharach Bros. $18,000.00 on mdse.
raised toi $30,000.
E. Rosenwald & Son, $2S,0O0.0O on
mdse., raiBed to $35,000.
Jose Fidel, $1,860.00 on mdse., raised to $3,000.
Stern and Nahm, $25,000.00 on mdse.
raised to $35,000.
Obiad Maloof, $S,41S.OO on mdse.,
raised to $10,000.
,

to-wi-

.

,

,
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duly approved and ordered filed In the
office of the clerk for record.
Tax matters.
further
The board now
in the matter of taxes and again resolving itself into a board of equalization, this day having been set for the
hearing of certain tax payers whose
tax schedules, for the year 1913, having heretofore been examined and the
valuations of the properties set forth
therein having been raised, to present
any objections to said Increases In
valuations, they may have, all of said)
parties having been .given notice by
the clerk to appear this day, and cer
irroci-.etira- g

tain of said property owners being
now present, upon hearing, and after
consideration of the proofs submitted,
upon motion duly carried,
It is, ordered by the board, that the
tax schedules showing property returned for taxes for the year 1913, of
the several parties named below, be
changed as to the valuations of prop
erty set forth therein, in conformity
with this order, antf that such valuations and amounts be reduced as follows,
,
Isaac. Appel, $30,00 on mdse. reduc
ed to $22,000.
to-wi-

.

Danziger and Co., $15,000 on
mdse., reduced to $12,000.
Bacharach Bros., $30,000 on mdse.,
reduced to $23,000.
E. Rosenwald & Son, $35,000 on
mdse., reduced to $30,000.
Stern & Nahm, $35,000 on mdse.,
reduced to $27,000.
.:

M.

Obaid Maloof, $10,000 on mdse., reduced to $7,800. '
N. C. De Baca, $t,000 on mdse..
reduced to $500.
Chas. Ilfeld Co. $175,000 on mdse.,

reduced to $138,000.
Rosenthal Fur. Co., $10,000 on
mdse., reduced to $8,500.
raised to $1,000.
on and notice of the above reductions
Chas. Ilfeld Co., $135,000.00
shall be taken by the county assessor,
to
$175,000.
raised
mdse.,
placed in making up the tax rolls of said
valuation
Co.,
Ilfeld
Charles
1913.
year
county for the above year, upon the
on credits, $20,000.
Bils Approved.
to him, by the clerk, of a ceron
mdse.,
M.
$10,500.00
delivery
Greenberger,
The following bills due by the countified
copy of this order.
raised, to $12,000.
ty of San Miguel, and on file in the
Taxes-L- as
on
$6,000.00
Vegas Hot Springs comFur.
Co.,
Rosenthal
office of the clerk, Iiaving been expany.
mdse., raised to $10,000.
amined hy the board, the same are
Upon motion it is ordered by the
Taxes N., C. De Baca and Brother.
approved and the clerk is directed to
Upon motion the clerk is directed board that the valuation of the propissue his several warrants upon the
to give notice to N. C. De Baca and erty of the Las Vasas Hot Springs
the treasurer of said county in settlebrother
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, company, situated in precinct No. 47
ment thereof,
and it is ordered by this board, that San Miguel County, for tax purposes
No. 9985, Serafin Baca, hauling cinsaid parties appear on Monday, for the year 1913, is hereby fixed in
the
ders and cleaning icourt house lot,
a
June 16, 1913, at 2:00 o'clock In tbr the sum of $150,000.00, and that
$8.25.
to
the
delivered
be
order
of
this
furthe.
to
of
said
copy
give
afternoon
day
Upon motion the board adjourned
information before ram board as to assessor of said county, by the clerk,
until tomorrow morning at 10:00
the acreage or varas contained in cer , in order that the above valuation
o'clock.
tain land owned by them in precinct may be placed upon the schedule of
1913.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
un
No. 24, La Llendre, San Miguel Coun Said company for said year, and used
And, whereas, owing to certn'n
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO. Clerk.
taxes to
in
a
was
causes
there
ty, New Mexico, and returned in their as a basis for computing the
delay
Tuesday, Juno lOth, A. D. 1913. foreseen
thereunder.
be
levied
1913
thereo;'
The board met pursuant to adjourn- beginning the construction of s.iid schedule for the year
too Bills approved.
ment.
bridge, making it Impossible to have such description as given being
The following accounts rendered
Present the same county commis- said bridga completed by the time indefinite as to determine the valuathis
body.
against the County or San Miguel,
tion thereof by
sioners, clerk and interpreter as of above mentioned,
been submitted, the same are
board
having
the
adjourned
motion
of
in
consideration
Now.
Upon
therefore,
yesterday.
and approved, and the
o'clock
examined
hereand2:00
duly
until Monday, June 16,
the mutual benefits to be derived
The record of yesterday's
to issue his several
directed
is
clerk
of
said
the
day.
it:
between
afternoon
and
the
is
agreed by
from, it
ings read, aproved and signed,
treasurer of said
the
warrants
corn'
Ohaivrnan.
'
upon
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron
Tax Matters.
thereof,
in
Clerk.
payment
county
DELGADO,
commi3
LORENZO
of
Attest:
board
the
county
The board proceeded with the
racy and
No. 9986, Folrentino Montoya, Inter
Monday, June 1.6th, A. D. 1913.
ther consideration of all tax matters, sionera of San Miguel County, New
to commissioners, $20.00.
to
met
adjournin
whtcu
preter
board
pursuant
The
sitting as a iboard of equalization, and Mexico, that the time given
No. 9987, Antonio Roybal, land for
be
.
ment.
to
be
was
completed
said
and
pertain-such petitions
bridge
complaints
Present the same county commis- bridge, $12.00.,
ing thereto, for the year 1913, and extended to the 1st flay of January,
Upon motion the board adjourned
contract
the
and clerk as of Thursday, June
D.
sioners
that
and
of
1914,
A,
prior thereto, and with the calling
as
subject to the call of the chairman.
12, 1913.
the precincts of the' county in rota- price of said bridge to be paid
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Thursof
the
more
of
or
the
cent
Record
of
50
proceedings
per
tion, so that such tax. matters may follows:
DELGADO, Clem.
LORENZO
and
Attest:
lie presented in turn and order, and contract price of said bridge to be day, June 12, 1913, read, approved
7tb, A D. 1913.
July
Monday,
Feb
of
the
1st day
signed.
also with the examination and approv- naid on or before
commissioners
of
busiboard
county
no
The
Upon motion, there being
al of the tax schedules for the said ruary A. D. 1914, and that the balance
of San Miguel, State of
this
of
the
at
County
time,
said
of
bridge ness Teady for disposal
of said contract price
year 1913.
i? is ordered that the board do now New Mexico, met in regular session at
Upon motion the board adjourned to be paid on or before the 1st day of
at the court house of said county in Las
until tomorrow morning, at 10:00 Ausrust A. D. 1914, provided, however, adjourn until tomorrow afternoon
Mon- Vegas, New Mexico, on the first
that any amount remaining unpaid on 2:00 o'clock.
o'clock.
same
the
of
month
July,
in
the
Chairman
dav
FIDEL ORTIZ,
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. February 1st, 1914, shall bear interest
A. D, 1913, at tne nour
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO. Clerk. at the rate of six per cent per annum Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. being July 7th, in
tho forenoon of said
1913.
D.
o'clock
ten
of
Tuesday, June 17th, A
Wednesday, June 11th, 1913. until said amount is fully paid.
to
adjournmet
day.
here
board
pursuant
The
In witness whereof the parties
The board met pursuant to adjournPresent: Fidel Ortiz, chairman,
'
ment.
to have hereunto set their hands and ment.
commisJohn
II. York, county commissioner,
same
county
Present the
Present the same county commis- seals in duplicate this 11th day of
of Antonio A, Gallegos, county commisas
and
clerk
as
interpreter
of
1913.
sioners,
June A. D.
sioners, clerk and interpreter
sioner. Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
THE MISSOURI VAtiLEY BRIDGE & yesterday.
yesterday.
of board, Florentino Montoya, interpret
of
th?
proceedings
record
The
The proceedings of yesterday read,
IRON COMPANY,
yesterday read, approved and signet! er.
(SEAL)
approved and signed.
The record of the proceedings ol
Tax matters.
Attest: A. J. SCHILLING, Secretary. Cirilio Sandoval Indigent.
it having come to th attention of Tuesday, June 17th A. D. 1913, read,
The board proceeded with the furBy E. BL CONNOR, President
and signed.
ther consideration of all tax matters, THE BOARD OF COUNTY. COMMIS the board that Cirilio Sandoval, an approved
Tt. aivDearing to the board, tnat n
of
the
outside
OF
COUNTY
SIONERS OF THE
indigent person residing
sitting as a board of equalization, and
in
New necessary at this time, that an,
such petitions and complaints pertainSAN MIGUEL.
city limits of East Las Vegas,
of
the county briage
of fection be made
ing thereto for the year 1913, and priBy FIDEL ORTIZ, Its Chairman. Mexico, and within the County
constructed at Azul, within
or thereto, and with the calling of the (SEAL)
San Miguel, is in dire need of the recently
said county of San Miguel, ana tne
precincts within the cortnty in rota- Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, UlerK. common necessities of life, and owing
also other county
to his ase and feeble condition he is approaches thereto,
tion, so that such tax matters may be Adjournment, etc.
or
in course or comdone
work
being
The above amendment to be attacn- unable to work, application having
presented in turn and order, and also
motion,
pletion, upon
with the examination and approval of ed to the original aforesaid contract been made for assistance,
Tt is ordered that the board ao now
the tax schedules for the said year on file in the office of the clerk, after
It ia ordered by the board that theuntil tomorrow morning at
V
1913.
first being accepted and properly sign- said Cirilio Sandoval, an indigent per- adjourn
o'clock.
10:00
son above mentioned, be, and he is
Cess pools C. H. sewer.
ed by the parties thereto.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
In
Upon motion duly carried, it is or
Upon motion the board adjourned h.Arebv allowed the sum of $5.00
DKLUAlAJ, uier.
LORENZO
dered by the board, sitting as the until tomorrow morning at 10:00 groceries, the same to be purchased Attest:
or
a
ban
'clock.
hv the sheriff of the 'County
board of county commissioners, that
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
contract' be entered into with DesiFIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman Miguel, and delivered to the said par
iderio C de Baca for the construction Attest: LORENZO DEIXJADO, Clerk. ty forthwith.
pvfrvWHERE
of two cess pools at the mouth of
Thursday, June 12th, A. D. 1913. Contract Cess Pools C. H. Sewer.
aoorvwherft are talking oi
i
tv
'
on
a
this
at
between
met
sewer,
point
to
contract
court
board
house
The
of
the
pursuant,
adjourn
The form
the quick and fine results Foley
rheu-mathe Gallinas river, or at the river end ment.
board and Desiderio C. De Baca, for
Pills give in backache,
of
the
at
side
troubles.
nouth
cess
and
on
bladder
the
commissame
two
pools,
of the alley way
Present the
thn building of
county
kidney
t take them into your sys
Bridge street, in Las Vegas, New sioners, clerk and interpreter as of month of the draining point of the
good results. That ia bewithout
lined
of
the
end
tem
to
be
the
Mexico, said cess pools
court house sewer, at
yesterday.
Kidney Pills give to the
cause
Foley
with stone and to be built under the
The. record of yesterday's proceed- alley running east and west on tne i.i
Madder lust what nature
.i,
j
supervision and direction of Dr. M. F. ings read, approved and signed.
Bouth side of Bridge street and near calls for to heal these weakened and
Des Marais, county health officer, for Tax matters.
the west bank of the Galjinas river, inactive orgams. j. u. B.a
the contract price of $290.00, not in
The board, sitting as a board of having been submitted to the board Red Cross Drug dioto. auv.
cluding the lumber necessary to cover equalization, for inquiry into all tax by the district attorney, the same is
said cesspools, and the district attor matters, petitions and complaints per read in full and upon motion,
ney of San Miguel County ia directed taininsr thereto, in particular for the
It is ordered by the board that the
to draw a contract in conformity with year 1913, and having examined and said contract as submitted between
V""
the above order and submit the same annroved the tax (schedules returned tho above' named parties, Dosiderio C. r0at an e;ir!y date for tho approval of for said year, it is the opinion of the De Baca, and the board of county
- , ,
w
s
L
it..this board.
'
board that certain tax scnedules fol commissioners of the County or San
" l
"
fl '
h fri r. J; '" ""i"- - I '
And it is further ordered that the said year have been returned upon Miguel, be, and the same is hereby
'!'
t:

N. C. De, Baca,

$:00.00

on mdse.,

to-wi-t;
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BRIDGE STREET

Afternoon and evening gowns. ?10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbfa.
Adv.

Jljf

"MRS. PANKHURST'S PROXY"
Re liance Comedy.
"HIS AWFUL VENGEANCE" Thanh ouser Comedy.
THE MUTUAL WEEKLY.

jjiMilriBMii'miwiaiii'itfi
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Pvoman Beauties
'Arkansas Blacks

The Catholic ladies of th

-- BRIGHTER

The E. Romero Hose Go. Carnival

"West

is the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and particulars from

.Monday February 23, 1914

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

LAS VEGAS FQHD SALES CO.

Phone Vegas 424

Everybody Always Goes

The Woodmen of the World will
meet tonight in their hall on Sixth
street. All members are invited to
be present.

WE ARE AT YOUR

The Royal Neighbors of America
will hold their regular meeting in the
W. O. W. hall Friday night A full
attendance is desired.

FRIDAY NIGHT.

355 DAYS

SERVICE

&

m

365 NIGHTS

WE WANT EVERY MAN AND WOMEN ONE EVENING

E. ROMERO HOSE CO.
N

NAVAJO JBL
ssortment
prices.

fine colorings

Roy W. Harris of Kast Las Vegas.
has applied at the 'court house for $12
as bountyi'upon" tHee coyotes and
three wild cats killed by him recent

A-

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Vholesalers
ELKS' MINSTREL

SHOW

jijliymni!-

vi

instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

of llie Cest of Everytliiiig Eatable

Fresh Strained Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each

Fresh Comb Honey, 2 for 35c
E GHAAF &

IIAYWARffCO. STORE

TSy means of subscription the train
men for this division of the Santa Fe
Railway company have purchased a
new model bicycle for the call boys.
This bicycle Is of the "motor model,'1
and Is one of the best equipped ma
chines on the market. The call boys
intend to exceed all speed records
with the new wheel.

The funeral of Mrs. Albert J. Mar
shall will occur tomorrow morning at
9:30 o'clock from the Church of the
Mrs. Mar
Immaculate Conception.
shall had' been a member of the
parish since
mass
for the rechildhood.
Requiem
pose of lier soul will foje said by Rev.
Father Rabeyrolle, the pastor.
R. R. Larkin, a member of the Elks'
lodge, has just returned from a business trip. Mr. Larkin was asked if he
would fiing in the Elks minstrels
night, and readily agreed to
do so. He will sing a solo and occupy
a place in the "circle." Mr. Larkin's
deep bass voice will add materially

to the strength of the chorus.

The will of the late Mrs. Tina G.
was proved this morning and
ordered admitted for probate by Probate 2 Judge Adelaido Tafoya. In accordance with the provisions of the will,
as
Miss Agnes McKee was named
executrix. Harry L. Cutler and Mrs.
Alice M. Dearth, nee Alice Cannon,
testified as to the validity of the will.
Blston

of the church.

There will he no ex
cuse for anyone missing an evening
of fun. At : '
Those1 who know the entire plans
CHRISTIAN
THE
for the evening are confident of an
excellent show and a live time. Par
MINSTREL TO BE PUT ON TOMOR- ticularly fortunate are the Christian
people in securing the aid of persons
ROW NIGHT EXPECTED TO
who have had much experience In
EE GOOD
VAULT AND CESSPOOL
minstrel work as well as "being able
ht will' occur the last practice to have go many sing In the choruses.
Indications are that there will be
minstrel show to be given
at the Christian taber- - large attendance Admission .Is free.
Those desiring work done
i
taking part In the
will please call on or phone
.1
requested to bo present
All properly owners on Bridge
A. W. Patterson,
o'clock for work, that all may
street were notified yesterday of the
;i,;nl condition for the stow.
Las Vegas lranslcr to.
.:c;litl committee will mate the cost of the proposed paving of that ;
Phone Main 43
523 Sixth Street
;;,n.riit a pleasant one lor the thoroughfare. Service was made by
for the members Deputy Sheriff Felfpe Lopez.
?.. s,s wtjl a

LIST
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j CLEARING

Sign' of Spring

A
TOMORROW

be at the Duncan opera house tonight
at 7:15 o'clock for a dress rehearsal.
It is important that this request be
complied with, according to the committee and Mrs. Charles JCohn, the
director.

3BNI

I!

hi

Our Spring Rus are already Here. The
finest ever shown in Las Vegas. See us
before buying.
.
.
..
.
,

AFTERIOI

J.

the cast of the
Elks' minstrel show are requested to

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Ee noes

The Ladies' Aid society of the Methodist church will entertain at a Washington's birthday party tomorrow afternoon at the Normal dormitory. All
ladies of the church are invited to
attend the affair.

All members of

or OUR. PRIDE

I

WHOLESALE

Herbert W. Clark, who has been ill
for the past few days, with a threatened 'attack of appendicitis, is considerably improved and today visited his
office for the first time this week.

The funeral of Henry Jenzen oc
curred this morning from the Hillsite
school house on the mesa. It was
conducted by G. H. Kunkle of Hill-sitInterment was in the Odd Fel
lows' cemetery in this city. Mr. Jenzen died at his ranch Monday.

PURE QUILL

15he

SWASTIKACOAL

Although threatening weather has
prevailed for the past few days, the
prediction of snow by the weather department has not been fulfilled. The
indications are that within the next
week a storm will cover the entire
state.

isVna-tura- l

-

T2

l'

FRIDAY NIGHT.

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
baker.
It
good
f

AND VJOOD
GQIL
MOST HEAT
FORiVOUR MONEY

ly,

- unique patterns-a- ll

j

$615

The Ladies of the Christen church
will hold a bakery sale at Onion's,
the florist, Saturday afternoon. Adv,

Stearns Store

'

lower price. Under all conditionsin every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.

rtiTj

BICCERr BETTER

X

It's a better car sold at a

side will give a social at the Hotel
Romaine tonight. 50o a couple Adv,

Reservations-Lar- ge

ua

i

a milliner.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,

".

L

'

Miss Helen Koeble has entered the
employ of the Strass bonnet shop as

Direct from the Indian

mm

MUTUAL MOV

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

APPLES

SHOW

wm uuimu

AT THE
Light automobile lamps at 6:16
o'clock this evening.

OF THOSE

ELKS' MINSTREL

Tmrrwiinwii

PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS
U;-d!klL-

-

nriiiiiinii iiiniiniBiiiiiiiiinwiwiiwr-

AUTOMOBILE

C.

"Complete Home

PARADE

George and Clarence Hite, clever wide a reputation come here. No one
performers, will give a tumbling ex- can afford to miss hearing this lechibition at the Elks' minstrel show to- ture Sunday night.
morrow night. Gallery tickets will
be sold to High school and Normal
students under 15 years of age at 25 CHURCH CONVENTION

Johnsen
c. Son
Furnishers"

Jefferson R"ynolds. President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davfs, Vice President.
H allot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

cents.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BE

TO
HELD HERE
In the case of Juan B. Ortega, acof killing deer out of season
and killing a deer within an encloNEW
TEXAS
sure, both of which orfenses were alCHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOleged to have been committed on the
CIETY COMING
Bell ranch, a plea of guilty was entered before Judge David J. Leahy
Arrangements were completed ' to
yesterday afternoon. Ortega was finthrough Rev. J. L. Imhof of tbls
day
ed $50 for each offense.
city for the final' setting of the dates
cuse

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

'

MEXICO-WESTER-

The board of education of the town
of Las Vegas has caused an assembly
room to be Installed In the North
school house. This will be used by
the pupils when it i desired to get
them all together in one room, and
also by the county teachers' institute
each summer. The board also ordered sanitary drinking fountains installed at both school houses.
Last night at the armory occurred
the second Elite dance. This affair
proved to be enjoyable, and although
the attendance was small the pleasure
of the evening was not hindered. The
Simison
orchestra furnished music. This) dance will probably
be the last to be gives jit the armory
under the head of E)ite dances. A
smaller hall likely will be engaged.
five-piec- e

NOTED CARTOONIST HERE
Mrs. Maude Greene, national crayon
artist and lecturer, will address a
unioa meeting of the churches under
the auspices of the W. C. T. U.,
Sunday evening at the First Baptist
church. Mrs. Greene is said to be the
cleverest lady cartoonist In the United States.
Great crowds have attended her lectures both in this country and In England.
Las Vegas Is
fortunate in having a speaker of so

Capital, $100,000: Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

'interest. Paid en Tims "Deposits

is
A:.X3

ALL

1

SATISFACTION

will be the resnlt of your purchase if
it comes from ns
REMEMBER:

Our Name on the Box
means a Lot

for the New MexlcoWestern Texas
Christian convention, which is to be
held here in the spring. The dates
selected are May 28 to May 31.
This convention is composed of delegates from the Christian churches of
New Mexico and western Texas' and
is among the largest
gatherings held in this state. Grant
K. Lewis, general secretary of the
American-ChristiaMissionary society, wiE attend and will be One of
the principal speakers.
The convention will bring about 100
people to Las Vegas and they doubtless will be well entertained here
'
during their short stay.
n

'

TO CONSIDER TREATIES
Washington, Feb. 19. Long delayed consideration of general arbitra-tiontiotreaties with eight foreign
nations was before the senate today
when it went into executive session.
Treaties with Great Brilain, Japan,
Italy, Spain, Norway, Sweden, Portugal and Switzerland were waiting.
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OF THANKS

No. 1,

department of

New Mexico, Grand Army of the
public, desires publicly to express

Re-

its

appreciation of the memorial services
held at the Normal University on February 12 in honor of the birthday of
'President Abraham Lincoln.
We avail ourselves of this opportunity to urge patriotic Instruction In
all of the public schools. As we realize
the passing of the Grand Army of the
Republic nothing should be neglected
that will instil in the rising generation that plrit of loyalty to the government and patriotism bo necessary
to the perpetuation of our institutions.

n
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RESOLUTION

Sherman post

.

SHIPS NOT DAMAGED
New York, Feb. 19. Neither the
White Star line steamer Celtic nor
the Fabre line steamer
Madonna,
which were reported yesterday in
in the Bay of. Naples, was bad
ly damaged to the extent of delaying

n

its sailing, according to advices

ceived here today.

re

